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This report contains information prepared by Theodore
Barry & Associates based on subcontract work performed for
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of 	 1
Technology, under NASA Contract NAS7-100 for the U.S. De- 	 R
partment of Energy, Division of Solar Energy.
Neither the United States nor the United States Depart-
IA
ment of Energy, nor an of their employees, nor an^__,	 gY r	 YY of their
contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, make any
w;:sranty, expressed or implied, or assume any legal liabi-
lity or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights. The JPL Low-Cost Solar Array (LSA)
Project is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and
forms part of the Solar Photovoltaic Conversion Program to
initiate a major effort toward the development of low-cost	 a
solar arrays.
The Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing Stan-
dards are a part of the LSA Project Analysis and Integration
Activity and are intended to provide a standard procedure
and data base for estimating, from descriptions of the
manufacturing processes, the price at which solar modules
would have to be sold to realize a specified after-tax
return on equity.
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A — EVALUATION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is a report of Theodore Barry & AGsociats.s' review
and validation of the SAMICS model. The pvr-.oses for this	 'I
review were the following:
a. To test the computational validity of the computer
model by comparison with preliminary TB&A hand
calculations based on conventional cost estimating
techniques.
b. To review and improve the accuracy of the cost
	
i'	 relationships being used by the model.
C.
	
	 To provide an independent verification to users of
the model's value in decision making for alloca-
tion of research and development funds and for
investment in manufacturing capacity.
TB&A's conclusion is that the SAMICS model is a flexi-
ble, accurate, and useful tool for managerial decision
making. Our comparison of model results with TB&A calcula-
tions shows close correlation. This report provides the
basis for our conclusions. It also contains recommendations
for increasing the usefulness of SAMICS.
The purpose of SAMICS is to provide a consistent basis
for estimating array costs and comparing production tech-
nology costs. The user of SAMICS provides detailed process
information for calculating direct costs. To these are
added indirect and overhead expenses. Although thorough
documentation of direct processes requires a significant
initial effort, the process gives SAMICS its primary strength.
A complete accounting of direct process resource require-
ments establishes an audit trail that will help to monitor
the realism of assumptions before production and to later
identify variations from forecasted operating parameters
after production begins.
SAMICS will be valuable to the LSA Project in monitor-
ing program objectives. It integrates all the production
processes involved in module manufacturing. Thus, techno-
logy transfer from task to task and to manufacturers tinder
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contract, followed by audits of operations, should help
	
l	 d'PL's decision makers to allocate research funds more effec-
tivelyto the lowest cost technologies.
Some limitations of SAMICS should be noted. There are
	
k	 three components of profit that the model calculates. The
first is the conventional profit after tax in the accounting
sense. The other two are amortized one-time costs and
	
t	 return on equity. output formats should indicate that all
three of these are returns on the capital investment.
The SA.MICS model calculates annual operating expense
Lased on a steady state condition following a number of
years of operation. In addition to these steady state
operating costs, initial start-up costs are computed and
amortized over the economic life of the facilities. The
	
t^	 user inputs the useful life of equipment which can be either
the physical life or the expected life of the technology.
In reality, technological obsolescence will probably occur
before physical obsolescence. The user should be aware of
the difference that the two lifetimes may have on product
price.
The model also assumes that the duties of the staff can
be divided so that all direct and indirect workers are fully
utilized. For example, .S people may be required on one
process, and .S on another. The program would call for 1.0
person for the two operations. For large plants, this is
reasonable. For small operations, it understates personnel
requirements, because it will be difficult to obtain high
utilization of staff in these facilities. At least one
person per operation should be assigned in small plants.
The model should also be expanded to better serve
financial analysts Cash flow projections for each year of
operation should be added for more flexibility.
The model can also provide additional support to manu-
facturing and industrial engineers for planning operations.
Added model output reports would help plan facilities,
provide production schedules, and define material require-
ments. These would be of great value to plant operations
staff in administering module manufacturing operations.
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VALIDATION PROCESS
The purpose of the validation is to verify that the
program is working correctly and to substantiate the results.
To do this, the SAAMICS program results were compared with
conventional estimates provided by TB&A.
These conventional estimates were performed manually by
t	 faciliti7s engineers and cost analysts independently of the
computer mode; development. Three solar array plant sizes
corresponding to annual production levels of .50, 15, and
500 Megawatts were used. The estimates are presented in the
SAMICS Support Study Final Retort, Volume III: Conceptual
Plant Designs.
For the validation, the program was run with input data
for each of the three test case factories. Any differences
in results were reconciled by explaining how to eliminate
them or by explaining why they cannot or should not be
eliminated. Part B of this report is a detailed comparison
of computer- and hand-calculated results by account.
Based on the model review conducted during the valida-
tion process, changes in the cost account catalog, the
indirect requrements matrix, the capital cost estimating
relationships, and the submodel equations are recommended.
Finally, the results are compared after implementation of
the recommended changes.
ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS
The conceptual plant design assumed Springfield, Illi-
nois, for the site location. Capital costs for construction
vary widely from one location to another. Costs in Spring-
field, however, are typical of the national average. The
following paragraphs describe the other key assumptions and
their impact of the results.
s	 Manufacturing Process
A manufacturing process sequence using ion implan-
tation was selected as the automated assembly
design for the conventional estimates. This
----
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sequence of 14 process steps was chosen by JPL for
two reasons.	 First, because it is very similar to
.5 processing which is well reveloped and widely used
in the serci--conductor industry.	 Second, at the
time the conventional estimates were made, ion
LI implantation was a highly viable condidate for the
newly developing photovoltaic industry.	 However,
now several other superior candidates have emerged {
so that the exact numerical values presented in
this report would no longer be cast competitive.
Nevertheless, this process sequence provides a
true baseline for the validation comparisons. 	 The
production operations start with silicon wafers as
input and end with packaged solar array modules as
output.
	
The overall process yield is approxi-
mately 70%.	 Appendix B contains descriptions for
each process step.	 The same size equipment is
used in all plant sizes, however, the number of
machines may vary.
s	 Solar Array Design
The solar array module design consists of 224
circular solar cells connected in series on a 14.6
square foot panel.
	
The cells are three inches in
diameter with a nominal efficiency of 15%. 	 The
panels have a power rating of 160 watts and weigh
approximately 55 pounds.	 Different module sizes
and performance factors would have a great impact
on the results because the price estimate:. are
expressed as manufacturing cost per peak watt of
' capacity and the capacity is direc •,.ly proportional
to the cell efficiency.
0	 Financial Parameters
The most critical financial factors are the cost
of capital, 18.37%, and the required rate of
return on equity of 21%. The companies are not
highly leveraged. Total debt is 20% of net worth
by assumption.
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i This is typical of the electronics industry In
general. A recent Value Line Survey of 16 leading
electronics firms showed an average debt to equity
ratio of 21%, indicating a marked propensity for'
equity financing. The inflationary rates are also
important due to the time value of money.. All
costs are inflated to a steady state manufacturing
year. Different rates are applied to different
accounts. However, all exceed 6%, the rate at
which the final price estimates are deflated to
current year dollars.
s	 Capital Investment Requirements
The construction lead times and production ,startup
times, which vary with plant size, determine when
construction financing activities would hav:,^ to
begin, in order to meet the design year production
goals.
Annual Production Level	 .50 15 500
(MW)
Construction Lead Time
	 1.75 2.00 3.00
(Years)
Production Start-Up Period
	 .25 .75 1.50
(Years)
Steady State Manufacturing Year
	 1930 1982 1986
e	 Personnel Staffin
TL
3
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In the SAMICS model fractional numbers of people
are considered to provide realistic estimates of
labor costs. At least two plausible mechanisms
can be used in the actual staffing of the factory:
part-time workers are hired at the specified pay
rate, or fractional jobs are combined, so that
some personnel perform multiple functions at the
weighted average pay rate. Indirect requirements
for parking lots, cafeteria space and other items
that depend upon the actual number of people are
based on the implicit assumption that fractional
jobs are combined.
X-5
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However, it appears that this labor efficiency
assumption is unrealistic for capital intensive
processes at low levels of production.
For example, the direct labor requirement computed
for the .50 Mir' plant is 1.8. Yet, it is assumed
that four shifts of manufacturing personnel are
required for continuous operation seven days per
week. Theoretically, this implies less than one
person per shift (.45 to be precise), which is
{	 clearly impossible in the real world.I.
The problem is that the model assumes a constant
productivity at all levels of production while
productivity actually increases with the division
of labor. Productivity also decreases with the
number of functions that one person must perform.
In small plants less division of labor is possible
because the same people are requred to perform
multiple functions. Consequently, they are less
productive at any one function as a result of a
hos •;. of factors such as delays, set-up times,
leariaing and movement from one place to another.
s	 Factory Operating Schedule
The model currently assumes that all factories
operate 345 days per year with three shifts per
day. This continuous operation requires approxi-
mately four shifts of production personnel. This
is not practical and results in excess capacity in
the smaller plants. The effect of reducing the
number of operating shifts would increase costs
for large plants, but reduce costs for small
plants.
The operating schedule is a key factor in design-
ing a facility which is expected to produce a
given level r.f output per year. Fewer operating
shifts require a larger facility to achieve the
same output.
Although the validation results presented in
Volume I are based on a fixed operating schedule:
24 hours per day and 7 days per week for 345 days
per year, Volume 11 of this report presents a
model for SAMICS to vary the factory operating
schedule.
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This feature will enhance the SAMICS model, allow-
ing users to test the impact of different operat-
ing strategies. The input parameters are the
number of production shifts and the number of
operating days per week both of which may vary by
manufacturing process.
One--Time Cost Model
Under the SAMICS steady-state assumption, the
volume of production is exactly equal to the
specified fraction of design capacity; and the real
value of the hypothetical firm's capital is kept
(	 constant. Furthermore, annual expenses (including
profit) are exactly equal to annual revenues
because of the required rate of return on equity
condition.
During the plant construction period, expenditures
are made for capital goods. This capital is
obtained from debt and equity investors according
to the firm's leverage. The capital goods, such
as land, facilities, and equipment, are retained
by the company, and depreciated in value to re-
cover their cost. The acquisition of this capital
requires some additional "one-time" expenditures
during the construction phase. These one-tune
costs are amortized and recovered by increasing the
required revenue cash flows during steady-state
operation.
During the initial period of operation or produc-
tion start-up, the output is less than capacity as
unit operating costs follow a learning curve.
The major factor causing operating costs per unit
during startup to be lower than steady state is
the difference in yield on direct materials. More
materials --estimated at 25% -- are scrapped.
Overhead costs, on the other hand, are essentially
the same with the exception of income taxes.
Revenues are substantially lower, due to lower
production volume. The result is a net operating
rThis imbalance is reflected in the price of the
company'a product by amortizing one-time costs
over the life of the facility to recover them
through steady state operating revenues. These
amortized one-time costs represent 2% to 5% of the
solar array price and directly impact several
other financial parameters, such as income taxes
and return on equity.
B - COMPARISON OF ACCOUNTS
In Volume III of the SAMICS Support Study, Conceptual
Plant Designs, TB&A developed the requirements for a re-
presentative manufacturing process. The initial designs
included documentation of direct requirements followed by
the development of additional indirect requirements. These
inputs were provided to facilities engineers who completed
the plant designs with utilities, waste disposal, restrooms,
and other facility requirements. These conceptual designs
were used to estimate product prices.
The validation process involves a comparison between
the conceptual design and the SA_MICS program results for a
plant with identical direct requirements. The resrlts of
this comparison are shown in three parts. The first is the
Direct Requirements. These should be identical because they
define the basic processes from which other requirements are
developed. The second part of the comparison is the Indir-
ect Requirements.
Since TB&A's Conceptual Plant Design is based on engineer-
ing estimates of requirements rather than computed relation-
ships, the comparison of Indirect Requirements will be
close, but not exact.
The third and last part of the comparison is the Capi-
tal Expenses, including the financial model of the firm,
income taxes, and miscellaneous expenses. Differences in
comparison are caused by minor differences arising from
differing indirect requirements and from differences in the
method of calculating the expenses.
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 3A in Appendix C show the overall
results of the comparison. The cost per peak Watt in 1975
dollars for the TA&A Conceptual Design and the current
SAMICS program is shown below:
S.
I-B
old Revised old Revised
Production TS&A TB&A SAMICS 5Ah_12S DIFFERENCE*
0.5 MW $5.61 $5.49 $5.68 $5.31 -3.3%
15 M, 2.13 2.11 2.10 1.86 -11.8%
300 MW .86 .89 1.04 .85 -4.5€
All Prices are in 1975 $/Watt
*DIFFERENCE _ (Revised SAMICS - Revised TB&A)
Revised TB&A
Tables 1, 2, and 3 reflect results from the original
SANICS program (labeled "old SAIMSCS") compared to the "Re-
vised TB&A" estimates. Revisions were made to correct minor
errors and items overlooked in the initial TB&A estimates.
The "Revised SAMICS" column is from Table 3A. These results
are based on the implementation of recommendations made
during the validation. The recommendations are detailed
below under the "Financial Data Comparison" heading.
The discrepancy of 11.8% for the 15 MW case is largely
due to a SAMICS data base error in the inflation and deflation
of the standardized price for silicon wafers.
The following sections cover each part of the compari-
son. Detailed item-by-item comparisons are shown. one of
the benefits of the comparison process has been a thorough
review of the Indirect Requirements recommended in TB&A's
original support study. From this review, modifications to
indirect requirements are recommended. These are documented
in Volume 11 of this report.
DIRECT REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON
Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 in Appendix C compare TB&A and
SAMICS results for the three plant sizes. The categories of
direct requirements are as follows:
Table 4 -- Direct Labor
Table 5 -- Direct Materials
Table 6 -- Direct Byproducts
Table 7 -- Direct Utilities and Plant Services
The quantities of personnel directly required to oper-
ate and maintain the machines and to transport and ,inspect
materials are specified as inputs by the model user. Since
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the same inputs were applied, the SA*TICS program agrees
quite closely with the conventional estimates for direct
hpersonnel. However, factory operations require more staff.
than those directly required to produce the product.
These indirect personnel are generally needed to oper-
.ate any manufacturing plant. Examples are supervisors,
managers, engineers, accountants, janitors, and guards.
These support personnel are referred to as indirect require-
ments whose amounts can be determined as functions of cer-
tain direct and other indirect requirements.
Direct labor and direct material categories are the
scene to the third or fourth significant digit. The differ-
ence in direct materials is due to the way SAMICS inflates
and deflates the price of wafers. When this is fixed, the
correspondence will be even closer.
The tables show that the Direct Requirements are suffic-
iently close to provide a basis for comparing Indirect
Requirements and Capital Expenditures generated by the
model.
INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS COMPARISON
Table 8 in Appendix C compares Indirect Personnel for
the three plant sizes showing the requirements in people for
each job title. Also identified is the relationship between
the job category and the facilities design. For example,
the Training Supervisor staffing is not at all dependent on
.` facilities, so a "0" appears. A Secretary III has a third
order relationship since some manager staffing will depend
on the facility size. This is indicated by a "3". Guards
and Janitors are directly related, so a "l" appears.
This presentation enables the reader to compare items
that would be expected to differ (those with 1, 2, and 3
relationships), and these which would not ("0" relation-
ship). Since the "2" and "3" items vary from the "1", the
differences in indirect requirements arise from the "1"`s.
Differences in these categories do not invalidate the model,
but suggest that certain capital and indirect requirements
will be site and location specific and that the model can
only approximate these. Specific recommendations for changes
in indirect requirements and costs are the topic of Volume
II.
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The determining items for most indirect personnel are
based on an organizational structure developed during Phase
I of the support study. This structure indicates the imme-
diate needs for supervisory and managerial support. Other
types of indirect personnel depend on the total number of
_	 direct labor personnel or the total size of the factory.
i	 Examples of the former include assembly operationsJ	 supervisors, accounting supervisors, and the vice president
of manufacturing. Examples of the latter are mail clerks,
personnel clerks, nurses and bookkeepers.
The determining items are tabulated in Appendix D for
all indirect personnel, along with numerical parameters
defining the relationships.
These relationships are based on standard industrial
engineering staffing assumptions that are used for conven-
tional cost estimates. However, the conventional estimates
developed for SV,1ICS are considerably more detailed than for
most manufacturing cost estimates. Normally, personnel are
estimated by functional groups or departments whereas the
SAMICS relationships estimate numbers of people for each job
position in the organization.
The similarity of the results compared in Table 8 in
Appendix C is due to the fact that this well established
procedure was then used to generate the indirect require-
ments matrix. Thus, the SAMICS program uses the same rela-
tionships that were used for the conventional estimates.
In the TB&A Conceptual Design, indirect materials and
utilities were estimated as 5% of total direct costs. This
is a conventional estimate of these costs. The SAMICS
program makes explicit calculations from indirect require-
ments relationships. Although the percentage difference is
large, the impact of the difference on module cost is small
and SAMICS uses a more detailed and accurate approach.
I-11
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IJ	 FINANCIAL DATA COMPARISON
of the categories of financial expenses, three play a
primary role in determining overall costs. These axe Equip-
ment Replacement, Facilities Replacement, and Amortized one-
Time Costs. Other factors, such as Interest on Debt and
Income Tax are driven by these factors. Table 11 in Appen-
dix C is a comparison of TB&A and SAMICS results. The major
difference apparent in the comparison is between Amortized
One-Time Costs (AOC).
Because of differences, TB&A has carefully reviewed the
SAMICS calculation of AOC and made the following recommenda-
tions to JPL regarding modifications to the equations.
•	 Material required during startup should be based
on start-up volume, not steady -state volume.
0	 Expenses during start-up should not include steady-
starte AOC, investment tax credit and income tax.
•	 A tax saving will result from start-up losses and
from initial higher depreciation and should be
included in the model.
Another difference between SAMICS and the conventional
TB&A estimates is the capital recovery factor used to
amortize one-time costs.
The TB&A results are based on the standard capital
recovery factor formula used in engineering economic
studies:
CRF (K, L)
	 =	 K (I + K) L
(I + K) L - 1
where
K = Cost of Capital
L = Recovery Period
1-12
For R = 18.374% and L = 40 years, the capital recovery
factor is .163956 which is the value applied by TB&A.
The SAMICS program uses a generalized capital recovery
factor which is a modification of the conventianal capital
i recovery factor to account for growth of the annual payment
at the rate of inflation. It can be defined as the'numerieal
1J
	
	 value of the first term in a growing stream of L annual
cash flows which start at the beginning of the first amort-
ization year (Design Manufacturing Year for 5)U{1CS) and has
L	 a present value of unity.
The generalized capital recovery factor can be derived
by equating the present value of a stream of inflating
cash flows with an initial value of GCRP to unity and
solving:
GCRF (K, L, g)	 --	 1
i - 1
(1 + g)i
The complexity of this equation results from allowing
the inflation rate to vary from year to year. If the
inflation rate is zero, this expression reduces to the
conventional capital recovery factor.
The SAMICS program results are based on a generalized
capital recovery factor of .1045 compared to .1637 for the
conventional TBA estimates.
Tables 9 and 10 in Appendix C compare initial capital
costs for facilities. Since the TB&A ccists were the result
of a conceptual design rather than a computer program, there
should be differences in some component requirements. Where 	 ti
large differences exist, the indirect requirement relation-
ships have been reviewed. Where appropriate, modifications 	 =_
are recommended. These are documented in Volume 11. Those
facilities requirements for which changes are recommended
are footnoted in Tables 9 and 10.
I .
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C - SUXKARY OF RECOWMENDATIONS
Several recommendations made here will improve the
usefulness of the model. Some have already been mentioned.
in the prior sections, but $are reiterated here to provide a
consolidated list.
Provide Indoctrination for Potential Users. to the
uninitiated, SA1-,ICS' demand for complete process documen-
tation presents a formidable task. JPL should provide
special training sessions for users. The course should
describe the program's logic, how to collect data, and how
to interpret results.
An Edit Routine Should Monitor Input Data Validity.
Most production operations will be expected to have predic-
table operating parameter ranges. These critical parameters
should be identified and reasonable ranges established for
comparison purposes. An output listing should compare the
user's parameters with the established ranges as a check on
input and assumption validity.
Validate the Model Using a Real Facility. As larger
operations come into production, JPL will have an oppor-
tunity to further validate SAMICS assumptions. Model para-
meters should be compared with actual parameters from an
operating facility after operations have commenced.
Provide Cash Flow by Year. The model contains the
information required to generate cash flow projections.
These are useful for financial analysis and corporate in-
vestment decision-making. They could be a useful supplement
to current reports.
Combine Some Output Figures. Some costs are allocated
to the processes. These should be summed by the computer to
provide overall costs. Also, profit after tax, amortized
one-time costs, and return of equity should be summed be-
cause they all represent return of capital.
In_tegerize Direct Staff Requirements. To eliminate
distortions for small operations, each process should have
at lease one person per shift assigned.
I-14
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A - INTRODUCTION
This section documents modifications to the Indirect
Requirements Matrix. The SAMICS simulation model will use the
matrix to compute the .indirect needs of the solar array firm
from the items required directly by its manufacturing
`l
	
processes.
The key assumption is that the indirect requirements
can be determined from the direct requirements for any
manufacturing process, while the direct requirements can
only be obtained from a knowledge of the process.
The user of the SAMICS model describes the direct
requirements of the manufacturing processes by specifying
the quantities of facilities, personnel, utilities, commodi-
ties, byproducts, and equipment from the cost account catalog.
However, factory operations require more staff, facilities,
and supplies than those directly required to operate. These
items are generally needed to support any manufacturing
plant, and are generated by the SAMICS model, using the
indirect requirement relationships which constitute a
standardized factory design.
Three types of modifications have been made to the
original matrix:
0	 Improvements have been recommended as a result of
the SAMICS III computer program validation dis-
cussed in Volume I.
•	 The matrix has been expanded to allow for a
variable number of factory operating shifts. The
o •iginal matrix is based on the operating assump-
t^,on of three shifts and 24 hours per day for 345
days per year.
s	 All units of measure have been converted from the
FPS system to the metric system for use with the
Phase II Cost Account Catalog, which is metric.
The following sections describe the matrix changes
regarding the revised relationships, variable operating
shifts, and metric system units. The new matrix data is
listed in Appendix D.
IB — RECOMMENDED IM_PROVEY1ENTS
one purpose of the validation process was to verify
the correctness and appropriateness of the indirect requirements
relationships recommended in Volume 11 of the SAMICS Support
Study. This process involved comparison of results from the
SAMICS program with parameters for independently designed
manufacturing facilities. The results of the two are compared
in this section. Where significant differences have occurred,
a recommendation is made to either (1) retain the recommended
relationship or (2) modify the relationship to correspond
with the independent design, or (3) a combination of the
above.
The following exhibits summarize the recommended changes
with an accompanying explanation of the reason for the
change. Two recommendations--those for parking and passages/
corridors--will add space requirements to the parameters in
the model_ The recommended figures are more appropriate and
should be adopted. The remaining recommendations have the
impact of setting a limit on the minimum size of the facili-
ty. For maintenance and quality control facilities, a
maximum is appropriate since many of these workers are on
the production floor, not in the support facility. In the
case of the minimum limits, some facility requirement exists
regardless of the plant size. The minimum requirement makes
this provision.
(
	
	
Each indirect requirement relationship has been reviewed
and the changes just recommended are the result. Despite
the differences, it is felt that the newly recommended
parameters are the best alternative. The impact on cost per
peak watt is shown in the table below.
SAMICS SOLAR ARRAY PRICE ESTIMATES*
REVISED PROGRAM
`	 Annual Production	 .50 MW	 15 MW	 500MW
Original Matrix
	 $5.31	 $1.86	 $.85
New Matrix
	
$5.56	 $1.91	 $.92
1z	 *Stated in 1975 dollars
II-2
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INDIRECT RE •^ UIREIi STS 74 TRIX ANALYSIS
FACILITIES: EXTERNAL SITE PARAMETERS
INDIRECT ITEM	 DETER1,11NED BY	 RECOMMENDATION
r'	 lyidustrial Waste Polluted Water (GAL/YR) Change facilities
Clarifiers and Hold Poisonous Acid (GAL/YR) capital costs to
Tanks (GAL) Used Solvent (GAL/YR) the following:
Q1=	 29,000	 Pl= 1,000
Q2=	 110,250	 P2= 4,500
Q3=3,000,000	 P3=20,000
This reduces excessive
costs; indirect
requirements O.K.
15 GAL capacity per
345 GAL/YR.
Electrical Service Electricity (KW-HR/YR) No change in Matrix
Facilities
	 (KW) or Facilities cost
function
Liquid Nitrogen Liquid Nitrogen (GAL) No change in Matrix
Facilities (CU FT) or Facilities cost
function
Liquid Oxygen Liquid Oxygen (GAL) No change in Matrix
Service Facilities or Facilities cost(CU FT) function
Storm Drains Total Factory Space No change
#	 (CFM) Paving for Roads 1 CFM/60 SQ FT
Paving for Parking
Water Service Water Supply (CU FT) No change
Facilities 1 CFM per 49680
(CFM) CU FT/YR
Paving for On-Site Total. Factory Space No change
Roads (SQ FT) (SQ FT)
Paving for Parking Total Direct Personnel Change SQ FT/
Lots	 (SQ FT) Total Staff Personnel person from 200
(PRSN*YR) to 325 to allow
for circulation
Storage Space Total Factory Space No Change
(SQ FT) (SQ FT)
Site Lighting ($) Total Factory Space Change determining
(SQ FT) item to parking
lot size	 (SQ FT)
with an indirect
- requirement for
electricity (KW-HR)
s	 11-3
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INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
^_'	 FACILITIES: LAND DETERMINANTS
INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMINED BY	 RECOMIKENDATION
Land (SQ FT)	 Total Factory Floor Change to 1.2 SQ FT/SQ FT
Space (SQ FT)	 20% is allowance for other
land requirements
Paving for Parking	 Add the relationship
Lot (SQ FT)	 I SQ FT/SQ FT
Paving for Roads	 Add the relationship(SQ FT)	 1 SQ FT/SQ FT
Liquid Nitrogen	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Service Facilities(Ft3)
Liquid Oxygen Service Implicit in 20% allowance
Facilities (CU FT)
Natural Gas Service Implicit in 20% allowance
Facilities (CU FT)
Security Control 	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Facilities
Storage Space (SQ FT) Implicit in 20% allowance
Walks, Curbs and	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Gutters
Compressed Air	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Facilities (CFM)
Fuel Oil Service	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Facilities (CU FT)
Industrial Waste	 Implicit in 20% allowance
Clarifiers (GAL)
Chemical and Solvent Implicit in 20% allowance
Storage (SQ FT)
11-4
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iINDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
FACILITIES: LPOOSCAPING
ZNDiRECT ITEM
Landscaping &
_	 Irrigation
S	 t
r
DETERMINED BY RECOMMENDATION
Land (SQ FT) Delete the relationship
1 SQ FT/SQ FT*	 (SQ FT)
Total Factory Space Change from -1 SQ FT per
(SQ FT) SQ FT to .20 SQ FT/SQ FT
Storage Space	 (SQ FT) Delete the relationship
--1 SQ FT/SQ FT
Paving for Parking Delete the relationship
(SQ FT) —1 SQ FT/SQ FT
Paving for Roads Delete the relationship
(SQ FT) -1 SQ FT/SQ FT
ii
INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
FACILITIES: INTERIOR BUILDING SPACE PARAMETERS
INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMLINED BY	 RECDrLMENDATION
Cafeteria and Lunch	 Total Personnel	 No Charge, Volume II O.K.
(SQ FT)
Electrical Equipment Electricity 	 No Change, Volume II O.Y.
Room (SQ FT)	 (KW-HR/YR)
Health Service	 Total Personnel	 No Change, Volume II D.K.
Facilities (SQ FT)
Mechanical Equipment Total Personnel 	 Set minimum space
Room (SQ FT)
	
requirement of 400 SQ FT
for up to 25 people
No Change, Volume II O.K.
No Change, Volume II O.K.
Office Space, Total Staff
Administration (SQ FT) Personnel
Office Space, Total Direct
Manufacturing (SQ FT) Personnel
Passages and Office Space,
Corridors (SQ FT) Administration
Office Space,
Plant, Manufactur-
_ ing Space
Compressed Air Compressed Air
Facilities
	
(CFM)
Plant Maintenance Maintenance
Shop (SQ FT) Personnel
Quality Control	 Quality Control
Laboratory (SQ FT)	 Personnel
To allow for more circu-
lation than 5%, 5$, 10%
apply 30%, 25%, 20%
factors to the respective
areas
No Change
Set maximum size at
50,000 SQ FT for 300 or
more Maintenance
personnel
For 200 or more quality
control personnel, set
maximum size at 6,000
SQ FT and change from
100 SQ FT per person
to 40 SQ FT to recognize
that 50% of quality
control personnel are
on production floor
and do not require lab
space
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INDIRECT REQL'IREhM TS bLkTRI-X ANALYSIS
FACILITIES: INTERIOR BUILDING, SPACE PARAMETERS
INDIRECT ITEM DETERMINED BY RECOMMENDATION
Solvent and Chemical Industrial Waste Capital cost function
Storage (SQ FT) Clarifiers	 (GALIYR) D.K., change Matrix
Telephone Equipment Telephone Service No Change, Volume II
Room (SQ FT) O.K.
Toilet and Locker Total Personnel Set minimum space
Room (SQ FT) requirement of 500
SQ FT for up to 15
people
Warehouse Space Manufacturing No change, space
(SQ FT) Floor Space	 (SQ FT) utilization is not as
good in small plants
II-7
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i INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
FACILITIES: EQUIPMENT
INDIRECT ITEM
	
DETERMINED BY	 RECOMMENDATION
i	 r.
Computer ($}	 Total Personnel New item:	 require $0 or
(PRSN*YRS) no ^omputer for less than
25 peojpl r ',,	 $250 per
PRSN*i'R for up to 250
people, $180 per PRSN*YR
for tip to 1000 people
and $120 per PRSN*YR for
2500 employees
Add to catalog at cost
of $1/$
Forklift Truck
	
Warehouse Space New item:	 require zero
(Trucks)	 (SQ FT) trucks for 500 SQ FT or
less, 1 truck per 10,000
SQ FT for up to 160,000
SQ FT, and .75 trucks per
10,000 SQ FT for 150,000
SQ FT or more
Shipping and Included in warehouse
Receiving Dock requirement(SQ FT)
Add to catalog at$20,100/truck
Scrubber TCE Fumes (CFM) Scrubbers must be speci-
fied as direct equipment
requirements on the user
input formats because of
extreme variations in
scrubber requirements
and costs depending on
the specific type and
concentration of the
fumes (note that "the fumes"
and "fumes" are different
items)
INDIRECT FE:?j:E RE IEWTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
`i
.1
PERSONNEL
L.
1
f
INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMINED BY	 RECOMMENDATION
Groundskeeper
(PRSN * YRS )
Land (SQ FT)	 Groundskeeper requirement
is excessive. Change
determining item from
land to landscaping and
irrigation with one
groundskeeper per 150,000
5 Q FT
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INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS *MATRIX ANALYSIS
UTILITIES AND PLANT SER1710ES
INDIRECT ITEM DETERMINED BY
	 RECOMMENDATION
Domestic Water Total Direct Personnel Combine to ,total person-
(CU FT/YR)	 Total Staff Personnel nel with 1040 CU FT per
PRSN*YR
Landscaping and
Irrigation (SQ FT)
Process Waste Disposal
(CU FT/YR)
Air Conditioning
(KW-HR/YR)
Cooling Water
(KW-HR/YR)
Electricity	 Total Factory Floor
(KW-HR/YR)	 Space (SQ FT)
Heating (CU FT/YR)
Air Conditioning
10.8 CU FT/YR per SQ FT
.08 CU FT/YR per CU FT/YR
.88  CU FT/YR per K'A'-HR/YR
.94 CU FT/YR per KW-HR
YR
33 KW-HR/YR per SQ FT (for
lighting)
Require 5 KW-HR/YR per
100 CU FT/YR
No change, 1 KW-HR/YR per
^.^ (KW-HR/YR) KW-HR
i..
YR	 I
Ventilated Room Space .05 KW-HR/YR per CU FT/YR
(CU FT/YR)
Paving For Parking This is for Site Lighting
(SQ FT) 1 KW-HR/YR per SQ FT based
on an average of 11
" hrs /day
Cooling Water Add new requirement of
'.a (KW-HR/YR) 1 KW-HR per MI-HR
YR	 YR
Compressed Air Add new requirement of
(CU FT/YR) 3,5	 KW-HR	 per	 CU FT
YR	 YRLighting (lumens) Removes lighting included
in floor space electric
requirement
Cafeteria	 Total Direct Personnel O.K. at 60% for both
Service	 Total Staff Personnel direct and staff personnel
a (PRSN*YRS)
	 (PRSN*YRS)
11-10
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INDIRECT REQTjIREYZNTS NkTRIX A3^Z.L'YSIS
UTILITIES AND PLANT SERVICES
{	 INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMINED BY	 RECOMMENDATION
Lighting	 Total Factory Space
(SQ FT)
Change to 50 KW-HR/YR
per SQ FT
1000 CU FT/YR per SQ FT
This is equivalent to 50
KW-HR/YR per SQ FT.
Change to 1000 CU FT/YR
per SQ FT from 1 CU
FT/YR per 397440 SQ FT
New requirement for fumes
3 CU FT/YR per CU FT of
fumes
Remove: Lighting elec-
tric requirements are
determined directly from
Total Factory Floor Space
i
Air Conditioning Total Factory Space
(KW-HR/YR)	 (SQ FT)
Heating	 Total Factory Space
L!	 (CU FT/YR)	 (SQ FT)
i^
(	 Ventilated Room Total Factory Space
Space (CU FT/YR) (SQ FT)
Fumes (CL) FT/YR)
i
1I-11
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INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX ANALYSIS
BY-PRODUCTS
,.J INDIRECT ITEM DETERMINED BY RECOMMENDATION
Sewage Waste Total Direct Personnel
I
Same for both direct and
(G.z.L) Total. Staff Personnel staff (1035 GAL/YR per	 M
PRSN*YR) change determin-
ji ing item to total
personnel
r
j
Solid Waste
(LBS)
Total
Total
Direct Personnel
Staff Personnel
Same for both direct and
staff	 (1725 LBS/YR per 	 i
PRSN*YR) change determin-
ing item to total
i personnel
COMMODITIES
VINDIRECT REQUIREMMENTS .1-LkTRIX ANALYSIS
RESOURCES
INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMINED BY RECOMMENDATION
Silicon (KG/YR)	 Rejected Cells Negative resource re-
(Cells) quirement -3.96 x 10-3
KG/cell
Rejected Wafer:. Negative resource re-
-3(Wafers) quirement -3.96 x 10
KG/cell
Silicon, Metal- + I XG/YR per KG
lurgical Grade
Silicon, Poly- + 1 KG/YR per KG
crystalline	 (KG)
Silicon, Ribbon + 1 KG/YR per KG
(KG)
Silicon, Ingot + 1 KG/YR per KG(KG)
jj
	 Cells,	 Solar 3.96 x 10-3 KG/cell(Cells)
Wafers, Solar 3.96 x 10-3 KG/wafer(Wafers)
Silicon, Poly- Add the following grades
crystalline $10/KG of polycrystalline with
$15/KG a one-to-one resource
$20/KG requirement
$25/1<G
$30/KG
$35/KG
$40/KG
$45/KG
$50/KG
$55/KG
$60/KG
$65/KG
$70/KG
$75/KG
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INDIRECT ITEM	 DETERMINED BY	 RECOMMENDATION
Energy (KW-HR) Electricity (KW-HR) O.K. 1 KW-HR/KW-HR
Fuel Oil (GAL) O.K. 39.102 KW-HR/GAL
Natural Gas (CU FT) O.K. .291 KW-HR/CU FT
Fuel Oil (CU FT) Fuel Oil (GAL) O.K.	 .13369 CU FT/GAL
i^
Natural Gas (CU FT) Natural Gas (CU FT) O.K. 1 CU FT/CU FT
Water (CU FT) Domestic Water O.K. 1 CU FT/CU FT
(CU FT)
Deionized Water O.K. 1 CU FT/CU FT
i (CU FT)
Cooling Water Delete:	 cooling water
(KW-HR/YR) requires domestic water
and is also recycled,
therefore, does not
directly require any of
the resource water.
u
f
t
C - VAMABLE FACTORY OPERATING SHIFTS
t	 ^'
I
ANALYSIS
This section presents the indirect requirements relation-
ships and the manufacturing process equations which vary
with the factory operating schedule.
For the initial version of SAMICS, these indirect
relationships and process equations were based on a fixed
I
operating schedule: 24 hours per day and 7 days per week
for 345 days per year.
.(
	
	 This continuous operation requires approximately four
shifts of production personnel. Clearly, this is not practi-
cal and results in excess capacity in smaller plants. The
effect of reducing the number of operating shifts would
increase costs for larger plants, but reduce costs for
smaller plants.
The operating schedule is a key factor in designing a
facility which is expected to produce a given level of
output per year. Fewer operating shifts require a larger
facility to achieve the same output.
The model contains provisions for determining these
short-run cost variations quite easily. To accomplish this,
several indirect requirements relationships and process
equations must be allowed to vary with the operating schedule.
The operating schedule is essentially defined by two
factors:
S = Number of production shifts that are operated each
week
A = Number of factory operating days per week
Together, these two variables determine a third factor,
the number of discrete shifts to cover the production schedule.
Table 1 contains the crew production function.
C = Number of production personnel crews
;j
r
TABLE
PRODUCTION CREW FUNCTION
1.
SHIFTS/DAY NUMBER OF CREWS
S/A C
o <S/P.<l Impossible
S/A = I C= I if A< 5
C = 2 if A?5
I<S/A4 2 C = 2
S/A C	 2 if A<5
C	 3 if A	 5
2 ZSIAI., 3 C	 3
S/A	 3 c	 3 if a C 5
C	 4 if A;>5
3	 S/A impossible
s ^+1f ..
The number of crews is limited to 1, 2, 3, or 4. There
cannot be more days per week (A) than shifts/week (S), so
the number of shifts per day S/A must be greater than or
equal to one. There cannot be more than 3 shifts/day, so
S/A must also be less than or equal to 3.
For example, suppose that the user specifies:
S = 21
A = 7
This would correspond to continuous operation 24 hours/day
for 7 days per week. Then, the number of crews would be
found by computing
S/A = 3
and, searching the table with
A ? 5
therefore,
C = 4.
An analysis of the indirect requirements matrix resulted
in a list of 47 relationships, which could potentially be
affected by the factory operating schedule. These are
listed in the following exhibits.
Each item on this initial list was investigated to
determine whether or not it should actually change and why.
This narrowed the list down to 17 items which depend on
the operating schedule.
The final list of matrix changes is presented in the
next section. There are no personnel, commodities, by-
products, or resources on the list. The only relationships
which vary with the number of shifts are facilities and
utilities.
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Ve_RIABLE OPERATING SFIFT• AN. TYSIS
L;	 ACCOUNT A: EXTERNAL SITE FACILITIES
Indirect Requirement Determining Item Change/Reason
Industrial Waste Polluted Water No Change
Clarifiers Poisoned Acid
,.._ Used Solvent i
Land Total Factory Floor Change to Determine
Space by Parking Space Land
(paving and floor space)
*Variable	 !
Electrical Service Electricity No Change
Facilities
Fuel Oil Service Fuel Oil I = 15 * 7 	*(fuel oil)
Facilities 345	 A
where A = operating
days/week
Natural Gas Natural Gas I = 15 *7 *(natural gas)
i	 Service Facilities 345	 A
Liquid Nitrogen
	
Liquid Nitrogen	 No Change
Service Facilities
Liquid Oxygen	 Liquid Oxygen	 No Change
Service Facilities
Sanitary Sewers
	
Sewage and Process	 Multiply current rela--
Waste Disposal
	
	
tionship by 211S
where S = shifts/week
Telephone Lines Office Space, Adminis- No Change; current modal
tration Office Space, reflects economics of
Manufacturing Total lower densities
Factory Floor Space
Water Service Water Supply Multiply current rela-
Facilities tionship by 21/S where
S = shifts/week;
assume no fixed
components
Paving for Parking Total Direct Person- .85( DI + D2)*200 for S.1
nel =Dl C	 A
Total Staff Personnel .85( 2Dl + D2)*200 for S!1
= D2 C	 A
C = Number of crews
Site Lighting	 Total Factory Floor	 Change to depend on
Space	 paving; site light =
Fi
	 (paving)* factor
II-^.8
-yF•Y
r	 t	
_'4f )„^11r
r	 ,
2
Cafeteria and	 Total Personnel	 Change to'depend on D1,
Lunchroom	 D2, and C.
15 for D<500
1=(DIfD2) *.50 *25 for Dy500
`	 17ARIABLE OPERATING SHIFT ANALYSIS
ACCOUNT A: IVTER.NAL BUILDING SPACE FACILITIES
Indirect Requirement Determining Item 	 Change/Reason
Pair Conditioning	 Air Conditioning	 No Change
Facilities
Where D = D1 + D2
Multiply by 211S
Multiply variable portion
by 21/S; faxed portion
unchanged
No Change; consumption is
based on operating schedule
Multiply current relation-
ship by 21/S where S =
shifts/week and divide
direct by C
No Change; all supervisors
have their own office in
current model
No Change; room size is
determined by number of
phone lines, and the ratio
remains the same
Change to depend on direct
crews C;	 (Dl for i = 1
substitute di=(C
{
(D2 for i=2
No Change; ventilation
consumption is based on
operating schedule
Compressed Air	 Compressed Air
Facilities
Electrical Equipment Electricity
Room
I
Heating Facilities
	 Heating
Mechanical Equipment Total Direct Per-
Room	 sonnel
Total Staff Per-
sonnel
Office Space,
	 Total Direct
Manufacturing
	 Personnel
Telephone Equipment Telephone Service
Room
Toilet and Docker	 Total Personnel
Room
Ventilation	 Ventilated Room
Facilities	 Space
V.A II--19
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VAR'lABILE OPERKTING SHIFT ANALYSIS
ACCOUNT B: PERSO'4rNEL
Indirect Requirement Determinina Item 	 Change/Reason
Guard (Security) 	 Total Factory	 No Change. This is a
Floor Space	 patrol model (24 Hours/
day, 7 days/week), not a
police model (breaking
fights, catching thieves):
independent of operating
schedule
Janitor
Maintenance
Maintenance Foreman
(Plant)
Production Planner
Assembly Foreman
Chemical Process
Foreman
Electronics Maint-
enance Foreman
Machine Shop
Foreman
Materials Handling
Foreman
Mechanical Maint-
enance Foreman
Total Factory
Floor Space
Total Factory
Floor Space
Groundskeeper
Haintenance -Man
(Plant) Janitor
Total Direct
Personnel
Chassis Assembler
Electronics Assem-
bler
Encapsulator
General Assemblex
Module Assembler
Semi-Conductor
Assembler
Wire Worker
Chemical Operator
Electronics Maint-
enance
Electronics Techni-
cian
Machine Shop
operator Welder
Materials Randler
Materials Clerk
Forklift Truck
Operator
naintenance
Mechanic
Maintenance blan
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No Change; once per day
cleaning; 5 days/week;
one person per 25,000 feet
No Chance
No Change; all determining
items are tied to floor
space and will change
with operating schedule
One Planner per 200 direct;
no change in number; does
job differently
Fractional people reflect
change in costs, but no
change in number required
for different operating
schedules. No change in
-ratio 1:12 or salary anti-
cipated from specialization
of labor
No Change. Same reason for
all of following foremen
No Change
No Change
No Change
No Change
VARIABLE OPERATING SHIFT ANALYSIS
ACCOUNT B: PERSONNEL
Indirect Requirement Determining Item	 Change/Reason
Quality Control	 Tester Systems	 No change.
Foreman	 Tester Components
Inspector Systems
Warehouse Foreman	 inventory Clerk	 No change
Packager, Hand
Packager, Machine
. El l^i 	 11-21
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VARIABLE OPERATING SHIFT ANALYSIS
ACCOUNT C; UTILITIES AND PLANT SERVICES
Indirect Requirement Determin.ina Item Change Reason
Electricity Total Factory No change
Floor Space
Telephone Service Total Direct No change
Personnel
Total Staff
Personnel
Cafeteria Service Total Direct No change
Personnel
Total Staff
Personnel
Power Supply Electricity No change
Water Supply Domestic Water No change
Air Conditioning Total Factory No change
Floor Space
Heating Total Factory No change
Floor Space
Ventilated Room Total Factory No change
Space Floor Space
VARIABLE OPERATING SHIFT ANALYSIS
ACCOUNT D:	 BY PRODUCTS
f	 Indirect Requirement	 Determining Item Change/Reason
1
Fumes	 Total Factory No Change; assuming that I
Floor Space non--process fumes are
independent of personnel.
Sewage Waste	 Total. Direct No Change; total. waste
Personnel is same for any operating
Total Staff schedule,.
Personnel
Solid Waste
	
Total. Direct No Change; total waste is
Personnel same for any operating
Total Staff schedule
j	 Personnel
f
w
t
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT C
n
--	 INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION
lrT 11 DI't-LSI03 LAEOXATOBT
CA10oreig Ignijwr of
 Trrbnotot)
48?D 001 Gross L7r, / P.,^i^, Ctlil• 911 3
(	 C1	 Industry deferent	 SOLAR
f
C2 Description (Optional) SOLAR ARRAY Y?DULE M.^i itAL^^7RIl^3G INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY OBJECTIVE
C3 Industry Result 	 NEW PHO'IC7VOLMIC PUATR CAPABILITY
C4 Quantity Produced	 .5E6, 15E6, 500E6	 PEAK—Yy' 7.rSjYEAR
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C5 deference
	
PS.*!
	
Name PACKAGED SOLAR ARPMY MADDULE'S
C6 Production is Measured in MDDULESf YEAR
C7 Hardware Performance 160 PEAK—V=/MDD=	 (C4 per C6)
CB Product Design Description (Optional) ME SMAR ARRAY M QULFS COIrfiA]hi
 224 C=AR
STIMCON CELLS , 3 nMIM IN Dom, WEIGHING 3.96 GM. THE YjCU= ARE
ISOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT B
e
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
i
	
S'JM MOrtrLSIGN LAEOkASOSY
i:slftunrii Jxlt!!r!t
 
of Tvb"010=1
ISPP OAk Groro Dr. f Pwsdew.r. Cd4j 91163
61	 Company Referent	 SX?vM
B2	 Description (Optional)	 SOLAR ARMY MC]DTJLE KkNR F'ACMRING Qa%'jipA\rZ.	 ITS FIN.kL PRODUCT
IS PAMGED SOLAR ARRAY W113MES, PSAWS, IMZZURED IN MDDULES/M R. 	 IT PUPOLASES
NO OTH£P. EMMCi`S FRX QT= FIFVS IN THE MODEL nUJSTRY.
83 Product Produced AAA,
B4 Process PAC$UM
85 Intermediate Product	 YJDD=
Process PASSE M
Intermediate Product''
Process SIR=
Intermediate Product	 STPJN G
Process C nNm
Intermediate Product 	 CCEIIS
Process ARCOAT
Intermediate Product 	 WELTS
Process CELTES
Intermediate Product	 AFL
Process AGFRU
Intermediate Product	 A'R
Process ACBACK
Intermediate Product	 MIWAFR
Process =BC	 }
Intermediate Product 	 I M*R
Intexmediate 	 DIYAFR	 ... Process WADER
Intermediate Product Pmoess DIFUS£
Irate=ed ale
	
IONNFR Process TRANS
Intermediate Product Process ICNTMP
Process
B6 Purchased Product	 (NONE)
87 Supplier Company Reference Percent Supplied
Supplier Company Reference Percent Supplied
i
Prepared by
	
MODMRE $ABBY & ASSOCIATES 	 Date - 2/22/79
JtL 3038-5 7177
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MATRIX CHANGES
•	 Land
The model currently determines the land area
required from the total area of the building. The
ratio varies from 3.8 for small buildings less
than 11,318 square feet to 2.0 times the building
size over 250,000 square feet.
However, this relationship is based on continuous
operation, 345 days per year. For fewer operating
shifts, a smaller portion of the land around the
building is required for parking for a given
building size, the amount of land required actually
varies with the number of operating shifts. Thus,
there are really three dependent variables in this
relationship rather than just building size.
Indirect Item: I = Land (SQ FT)
Determined by: D l = Total Factory Space (SQ FT)
D2 = Paving for Parking Lot (SQ FT)
D3 = Paving for On Site Roads
I = 1.2 *D1 + D2 + D3
s	 Fuel Oil Service Facilities
Fuel oil storage tank(s) should be sized for 15
r:
	
	 days of full plant operation for use during natural
gas supply interruption. The determining item in
this relationship is the annual amount of fuel oil
in cubic feet.
...
	
	 The model currently assumes the plant is operated
for 345 days per year, and, thus, divides the
annual amount by 345 to obtain the daily consumption
rate.
To vary the operating schedule, the relationship
should be changed to the following:
Indirect Item: I = Fuel Oil Service (CU FT)
Determined By: D = Fuel oil (CU FT)
A = Number of Factory
Operating Days per Week
I	 (15) * (7) *D
345	 A
- A...
F
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Indirect Item: I - Sanitary Sewers (CFM)
Determined By:	 D = Sewage and Process Waste 1-;
Disposal (CU FT)
+F
s = Number of Production Shifts
per Week
I =	 {	 3	 )	 *(21)	 *D
I
496800	 5
0	 Water Service
The capacity of water service facilities is deter-
mined by the annual water supply required.	 The	
i.
model currently assumes
! 496,800 minutes/year= (395 d1	 s) * (24 hours) * (60 minutes)
year	 day	 hour
to convert the annual amount to an average per
minute.	 This is based on 21 shifts per week.	 For
other operating schedules, this should be adjusted
by S/21, where S is the number of shifts per week.
Indirect Item:	 I = Water Service Facilities (CFM)
Determined By:	 D = Water Supply (CU FT)
I -
	 (	 1	 )	 *(21)	 *D
i 496,800	 5
k
•	 Paving for Parking ^ Lots
The amount of parking space required depends on
the total number of personnel. 	 However, there are
differences in the requirements among personnel.
These differences are related to the factory
operating schedule.
Support staff personnels, such as accountants,
system analysts, and personnel clerks, are assumed
to work one and only one shift per day for five
days per week.
Direct production staff are divided into equal	 j
crews for shift operations. 	 The number of shifts
t
per week (S), and the number of days per week (A).
x
y 1I-26F
.	 n
Natural Gas Service
At low levels of consumption, gas should be stored
in tanks outside the building. Above 1r000,000 CU
FT/YR, natural gas lines will be connected to the
gas company lateral at the property line. The
tanks should be sized in cubic feet to hold the
amount of gas required for 15 days of plant
operation.
The model currently assumes 345 days of operation
per year. The relationship should be modified by
the actual number of days per week.
Indirect Item: I = Natural Gas Service
Facilities (CU FT)
Determined By: D = Natural Gas (CU FT)
A = Number of Factory Operating
Days per Week
I = (15) *(7) *D for D41,000,000
345	 A
I = 0	 for D!1,000,000
Sanitary Sewers
Sewers carry sanitary effluent from the building
line to a sewer lateral at the property line.
Manholes are provided for clean-out when the
distance exceeds 100 feet. The PVC pipe is sized
in cubic feet per minute (CFM) for the calculated
sewage flow and adjusted by 3 for peaking.
To convert the amount of waste per year to an
average per operating minute, the model currently
assumes
496,600 minutes/yeas= (345 days) * (24 hours) * (60 minutes)
year	 day	 hour
This is based on 21 shifts per week. The operating
minutes per year for other schedules can be approx-
imated by multiplying thin f6L.nction by S/al, where
S is the number of shifts per =meek.
0
0
With 3 operating shifts per day and 7 days per
week, 4 crews of direct personnel are required.
The total parking area Trust accommodate both of
the two largest groups.
Approximately 15% of the people can be expected to
use car pools, public transportation, or some
other means of getting to and from work. Thus,
the total number of parking spaces required can be
computed as follows (assuming a nominal area of
200 square feet per vehicle):
Indirect Item: I = Paving for Parking Lots (SQ PT)
Determined BS: Dl = Total. Direct Personnel (PRSN*YRS)
D2 = Total Support Personnel (PRSN*YRS)
C = Number of Production Personnel Crews
S = dumber of Production Shifts/Week
A = Number of Factory Days/Week
I = .85*(Dl *D2) *325 for S<1
C	 A
I = .85* (2Dl + D 2 ) *325 for SA> 1
s	 Site Liqhtin
The model currently computes the amount of site
lighting in dollars as a function of the total
plant size.
However, for a given plant size the amount of
lighting required will vary with the size of the
parking lot, which in turn depends on the operating
schedule. Thus, the amount of site lighting
should be computed as a function of the parking
lot size.
Indirect Item: I = Site Light .,.ng (1977 dollars)
Determined By: D = Paving for Parking (SQ FT)
I =	 .400*D for 0DD-50,000
I = 19445 + .001*D for 50,0004D,'6500,000
I =	 .050*D for 500,0004D
^rx
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M	 Cafeteria and Lunchroom
Cafeteria space is determined by the total number
of personnel.
For plants with less than 500 employees, a vending
machine cafeteria will be provided. This is
typically a breakeven operation.
For plants employing 500 personnel or more, full
cafeteria facilities are justifiable. The cafe-
teria service will be contracted out and subsidized.
The model currently assumes that:
60% of all personnel can be expected to use
the facilities.
^-	 the cafeteria must be large enough to accom-
modate all staff personnel users and one
shift of direct personnel users.
four shifts of direct personnel.
the space required is 15 SQ FT per user for
less than 500 personnel and 25 SQ FT for more
than 500.
To allow for variable operating shifts, the total
number of direct personnel should be divided by
the number of crews.
3
t
i
t
Indirect Item.: I
D1
C2
I
Cafeteria Space
Total Direct Personnel
Total Staff Personnel
Number of Production Personnel Crews
(.60 * ( D1/C + D2 ) *15 for (D l + D2)<500(.60 *(D VIC  + D2 ) *25 for (Dl + D2 )? 500
•	 Compressed Air Facilities
t
The capacity of compressed air facilities is
determined by the annual amount of compressed air
r
	
	
consumed. The capacity is expressed in cubic feet
per year.
2 y.nYl
^F
,f	
C
q
f	 To convert the annual amount to an average flow
rate per minute, the model currently assumes
496,800 minutes/year{345 d d}rs } (24 hours) (50 minutes)
year	 day	 hour
This is based on 21 production shifts per week.
For other operating schedules the relationship
should be factored by S/21, where S is the number
of production shifts per week.
Indirect Item: I = Compressed Air Facilities
Determined By: D = Compressed Air (CU FT/YR)
S = Number of Production Shifts per Week
I = (	 1	 ) *(21) *D
496,800	 S
•	 Electrical Equipment Room
The size of the electrical equipment room required
is proportional to the total annual amount of
I
electricity consumed.
The current model consists of fixed and variable
portions. The variable portion should be factored
by 21/S to allow for variable operating shifts.
Indirect Item:
	 I = Electrical Equipment Room (SQ FT)
- Determined By:
	 D = Electricity (K I--HR/YR) s
S = Number of Production Shifts per Week
I =	 0.00+ (1.1250E-3) *21*D for 0CDC200, 000
S
I = 210.53+(7.2368E-5)*21*D for
S
200,0004D.IC4,000,000
I = 166.67+ (8.333E-5) * (21.) *D
S
for 4,000,000CD,.410,000,000
•	 Mechanical Equipment Room
I The mechanical equipment room contains a boiler,
hot water pump, chiller, cold water pump, air .'
4 i
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compressor, and humidifiers. For large plants, a
cooling tower is constructed on the roof. The
amount of space required is determined by the
maximum number of personnel present at any time.
The capacity of these facilities is directly
proportional to the number of operating shifts per
	
L '	 week. The model currently assumes 21 shifts per
week. Consequently, the relationship should be
	
Ii	 factored by 21/S, where S is the number of shifts
	
l-;	 per week.	 -
r
Indirect Item: I = Hechanical Equipment Room (SQ FT)
Determined Sy: D 1 = Total Direct Personnel (PRSN*YRS)
D 2 = Total Staff Personnel
S = Number of Production Shifts per Week
C = Number of Production Personnel Crews
(	 0.0 + 16 . 00* (2l) *D for	 06DC25
8
(225.0 +	 7.00*(21)*D for	 25!DC75
S
I =	 (705.9 +	 .588* ( 21) *D for 75.^D<500
S
(625.0 +	 .750*(21)*D for 500CD
S
Where D = (Dl + D2 }	 i
C	 •
•	 Toilet and Locker Room
Toilet and locker rooms include the facilities
required for personal cleanliness and sanitation:
lavatories, lockers, toilets, and washrooms.
Restrooms, including toilet and lavatory facilities,
should be located in areas free of heavy operational
traffic, but centrally available to work areas to
is	 avoid excessive loss of time by employees from
their assigned duties in traveling to and from the
facilities.
In general, separate facilities should be provided
for each sex and for each type of work being
performed. It is normally not a good policy to
mix production and office facilities. The quantity
of facilities required can be determined from the
maximum number of employees present at any time.
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vThe current model should be changed to allow for
variable operating shifts of direct personnel.
Indirect Item: I = Toilet and Locker Room (SQ FT)
Determined By: D 1 = Total Direct Personnel 	 {
D2 = Total Staff Personnel
C = Number of Production Personnel Crews
o°
( 0.00 + 33 .330*di for	 0:5di4 15
(312.50 + 12.500*di for 15Edi L35
T = (330.00 + 12.000*di for 35^di/-110
(783.75 + 7.875*di for 110-4di4.190
(435.10 + 9.710*di for 1901di
For i = 1,2 --- where d l = Dl/C and d2 = D2
•	 Cafeteria Service
Cafeteria service is a utility expressed in PRSN*YRS
to capture the cost of food served in the cafeteria.
The quantity required is determined by the total
number of personnel.. For plants with less than
500 employees, a vending machine cafeteria will be
provided. This is typically a breakeven operation.
For plants employing 500 personnel or more, full
cafeteria facilities are justifiable. The cafeteria
service is assumed to be contracted out and subsidized.
In either case, the capital cost of the facilities
is computed from the size of the cafeteria and
lunchroom, which is a facilities account determined
by total per^,,onnel.
The model currently assumes t2.at 60% of all personnel
use the cafeteria service.
Cafeteria Service (PRSN*YRS) = .60 *(D1
 + D2)
Where Dl = Total Direct Personnel
D2 = Total Staff Personnel
The cost of this service is computed from the
following price-quantity pairs in the cost account
catalog.
Q	 P	 Rate
PRSN*Yrs.	 1977 $
	
$/PRSN*YRS
249	 0	 $ .00
250	 6985	 $ 27.94
500	 139750	 $279.50
A survey of restaurant consultants indicated that
there is not a significant difference in the
subsidy required per person across different
shifts. Also, the average cost per person is
$1.25 per day, based on 1979 dollars. This is
consistent with the current model, so that no
change is required.
•	 Air Conditioning 
Air conditioning is a utility measured in KW-HR
with zero cost in the catalog.
The quantity required is determined indirectly by
the amount of factory floor space. The model
currently uses the following relationship.
Air conditioning (KW-HR) = 50 KW-HR/YR *(Floor Space)
5Q FT
	 SQ FT
Air conditioning has two indirect requirements: a
facility to establish the initial capital cost and
a utility to compute the annual operating e:::pense.
These are air conditioning facilities and electricity,
respectively.
Air Conditioning Facilities = ( 1.7 tons )*(Air Conditioning)
(Tons)	 KW-HR/YR
	 KW-HR/YR
Electricity (KW-;iR/YR) = Air Conditioning (KW-HR/YR)
The capital cost of the facilities is computed
with the following relation:
Air Conditioning
Facilities Cost = ($860/ton)*(Air Conditioning Facilities)(1977$)
	 (Tons)
use of heating, ventilation, and air conditi.cning wall be highly
dependent on local weather ccnditions. The model assumes that the
use of these utilities is independent of the nuTber of shifts. This
provides the most corservative (highest) estimate of cost, since the
utility load will probably be less than fewer shifts.
i
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0e	 Heatin
Heating is a utility measured in cubic feet per
year with zero cost in the catalog. The energy
required is estimated to be that required to
maintain comfortable temperatures in the Spring-
field plant.
The quantity required is determined indirectly by
the amount of factory floor space. The model
currently uses the following relationships.
Heating = (1000 CU FT/YR) *Floor Space (SQ FT)
SQ FT
Heating has two indirect requirements: a facility
to establish the initial capital cost and a utility
to-compute the annual operating expense. These
are heating facilities and electricity, respectively.
Heating Facilities = (1 BTU/CU FT) Heating (CU FT/YR)
%BTU/HR)	 8280 HRS/YR
Electricity = (5 RIAI-HR) *Heating (CU FT/YR)
(KW--HR/YR)	 00 CU FT YR
The capital cost of the heating facilities is
computed as follows:
Heating Facilities
Cost	 {	 $850	 )*(Heating Facilities)
(1977$)	 12,000 BTU/HR	 (BTU/HR)
•	 Room Space Ventilation 
This is the normal requirement for ventilating a
facility. it is not to be confused with process
requirements for removal of fumes. Ventilation is
a utility measured in cubic feet per year with
zero cost in the catalog. The energy required
is estimated to be that required to maintain
adequate air flow in the plant.
The quantity required (CU FT/YR) is determined by the
amount of factory floor space (SQ FT) . The mode:
currently assumes the following relationship.
Ventilated Room
	 (1000 CU FT/YR)*Floor Space (SQ FT)
Space	 SQ FT
1See footnote on Page 11-32.
1
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Ventilation has two indirect requirements: a
facility to establish the initial capital cost and
a utility to compute the annual operating expense.
These are ventilation facilities and electricity,
respectively.
Ventilation
Facilities -	 1 YR	 ,^	 Room Space
(CFX)	 496,800 Minutes * 	Ventilation (CU FT/YR)
Electricity	 0.05 KW-HR * Room Space Ventilation.
(KW-HR/YR)	 CU FT	 (CU FT/YR)
^r
SUVILMARY OF !j
TNIDIRECT R'-PQUI-REME-.,4TS YATRIX CHMGES
FOR VARIABIX OPERP.TING SCHEDULE I;
U,
Account A:	 Faciliites
• Land SQ FT Paving for Parking Lots
Total Factory Floor Space
o Fuel Oil Service GAL Fuel Oil ;GAL)
Facilities
• Natural Gas Service CU FT Natural Gas (CU FT)
e Sanitary Sewers CFM Sewage and Waste Disposal
(CU FT)
• Water Service CFM Water Supply (CU FT)
0 Paving for Parking Lots SQ FT Total Direct Personnel
Total Staff Personnel
• Site Lighting $ Total Factory Floor Space
• Cafeteria and Lunchroom SQ FT Total Direct Personnel
Total Staff Personnel
• Compressed Air Facilities CFM Compressed Air (CU FT)
• Electrical Equipment Room SQ FT Electricity (KW-HR)
• Mechanical Equipment Room SQ FT Total Direct Personnel
Total Staff Personnel
• Toilet and Locker Room SQ FT Total Staff Personnel
Account B:	 Personnel
No Change
Account C:	 Utilities and Plant Services
• Cafeteria Service PRSN*YRS Total Staff Personnel
Total Direct Personnel
• Air Conditioning KW-HRS Total Factory Floor Space
• Beating CU FT Total Factory Floor Space
9 Vent i lated Room Space CU FT Total Factory Floor Space
e Lighting Lumens Total Factory Floor Space
Account D:	 By-Products
No Change
Account R:	 Commodities
No Change
Account F:	 Resources
No Change
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MANUFACTURING PROCESS MODEL
The manufacturing process model computes the number of
machines required, based on the machine characteristics, the
direct process requirements, the process yields, and the
`4-	 array performance factor. To do this, the model currently
assumes:
496,800 operating minutes/year
this is equivalent to 345 days with 24 hours per day.
•	 Required Operating Minutes
R = Q/T
Where R = Required number of machine operating minutes
to produce Q
Q = Annual production quantity (units/year)
T = Machine capacity (units/minute)
a	 Actual Operating Minutes
A = K*F*P
Where A = Actual number of minutes that one machine
operates per year
K = Number of plant operating minutes per year
F = Process usage fraction
P = Fraction of capacity at which the plant is
operating
The process usage fraction is the fraction of the
time that the plant is operating that a particular
machine would operate if at full capacity. This
factor allows for set-up time, warm-up/cool-down time,
cleaning, required and preventive maintenance.
s	 Plant Operating Minutes
K = N6*H*M*( D*W-E)
Where K = Number of plant operating minutes per year
I
s
sNS = Number of plant operating shifts per day
(either 1, 2, or 3)
H = Number of hours the company operates per
shift (typically 8)
M = Number of minutes the company operates
each hour (60)
D = Number of days the company operates
per week (normally 5 or 7)
W = Number of weeks the company operates per
year (normally 52)
E = Number of Plant holidays per year
(may be none)
•	 Number of Machines
N = Actual number of machines needed to
produce Q allowing for down-time
N = R/A (round up to integer)
Since it is usually impossible to purchase a fraction
of a machine, N should be rounded up to the next
larger integer. if the machine is available in many
sizes, making small increments to capacity possible,
then fractional numbers of machines would be conceiv-
able, but machine prices per'uni.t of output capacity
would have to be roughly constant. Realistically,
most companies would add the extra capacity for
future expansion.
4
a
NUMBER OF DIRECT PERSONI\TEL
q = r * n * SM
where
q = number of direct personnel of a particular type
L: required
r = input number of persons of this type required
i directly per shift
n = actual number of machines required to produce Q
(before rounding up to an integer)
Y = R/.A
SM = Shift Multiplier expressed in persons required per
person shift required
SM = (NS*H* ()D*W-E) )/ (FN*NS*h* (d*W-a-v-a) )
where
IJ!	 S, NS, H, D, W, and E were defined above
FW = Company working minutes per hour and divided by
^E	 personnel working minutes per hour (.normally 1.0)
WS - Persons per working day (normally 1.0)
h = Person working hours per shift (normally h = H = 8)
d = Personnel working days per working week (.normally S,
perhaps 4 or S)
w = Personnel working weeks per year (normally 52)
e = Paid personnel holidays per year (typically 6 to 10)
V = Paid personnel vacation days per year
a = Paid absenteeism days per year primarily for sick leave
_I
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For round-the-clock operation 24 hours per day for 345
days per year, the model currently uses the following standard{
r values for these parameters;	 k.
{ NS _ 3 shifts/day 	 h = 8 hours/shift
'- H = 8 hours/shift	 d = 5 days/week
D = 7 days/week
	 w = 52 weeks/year
{`{ r h' = 52 1/7 weeks/year	 e = 8 days/year
E = 20 days/year	 v = 13.5 days/year
a = 19.0 days/year
Based on these values, the shift multiplier SM is 4.7
i persons required per 	 rq	 p	 person shift required.
L SM = 4.7 persons/person shift I
These variables are related to the shift parameters as
	 1
S = Number of production shifts
that are operated each week
S = NS*D
A = Number factory operating days per week
	
t
A - D
C = Number of production personnel crews
C is determined by entering Table #1 on page 11-16 (the
Production Crew Function) with
S - NS
i
^IA
D -- METRIC SYSTEM UNITS CONVERSION
During Phase III of the SAMICS Support Study, the data
contained in the first version of the cost account catalog
was completely converted to the metric system units of
measure and expanded to encompass all promising manufacturing
processes associated with the JPL Technology Development
Tasks.
Now, for the computer program to use the new catalog,
the matrix must also be expressed in metric units.
The mats x listed in Appendix D is the new recommended
matrix which is consistent with the original Phase I matrix
and compatible with the Phase III catalog. It is compatible
in the sense that the units of measure are metric and the
catalog numbers are the same as those used in the new Phase
III matrix.
Table #2 contains the metric conversion factors.
The matrix has been entered on a computer data file and
combined with the Phase III Cost Account catalog.
i► r•
Jq
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I'	 TABLE 2I	 14ETRIC CONVERSION TABLE
I atmosphere
1 BTU
1 calorie
1 cubic centimeter
1 cubic meter
1 gram
	
i	 1 kilogram
1 kilogram
1 kilowatt
I kilowatt hour
	
1!	 1 liter
1 meter
I meter
I centimeter
1 metric ton
1 metric ton
1 newton/square meter
1 square meter
1 thermal ton
1.01 x 10 5 newtons per square meter
= 1055.87 joules
= 3.9583 BTU
= .061025 cubic inches
= 35.3156 cubic feet
03527 ounces
= 1000 grams
= 2.2046 pounds
= 1.3405 horsepower
= 3.6 x 10 6 joules
= .26418 U.S. gallons
= 100 centimeters
3.2809 feet
= .3937 inches
= l.1023 tons
1000 kilograms
= :000145 P,SIA
= 10.76410 square feet
1160 kilowatt hours
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A - INTRODUCTION
This section documents revisions and corrections that
` have been made to the Phase II Cost Account Catalog. 	 The
catalog contains standard prices (as functions of annual.
# quantities) and inflation rates for all facilities, personnel, a
-- utilities, plant services, commodities, and by-products.
(f Following are the changes that were made to the catalog
as a result of the reorganization during the Phase II SA NlICS JI
Support Study.
' i	 The direct requirements were se parated from the
indirect requirements in each account.
•	 The commodity items were reorganized into a 4-level
_. functional classification.
•	 The prices versus quantity relationships were
reviewed and updated as necessary for all items.
•	 The units of measure were converted to the metric
system for all quantities.
_;
0	 All items within a given account were arranged,.
3
alphabetically.
i	 The number of items and the scope of the catalog
were eXpanded to include the manufacturing require-
!' meats for all of the JPL project task groups.
a	 The facilities capital cost estimating relationships
were incorporated in Account A of the catalog.
•	 The catalog was renumbered.
Appendix A lists the JPL reference document numbers for
both the Phase I and Phase II catalogs.
During Phase III, additional changes have been made to
the catalog.	 These changes fall, into three categories:
s	 Format Changes:	 The format, item descriptions,
catalog numbers have been restructured to make
the catalog easier to use.
Lb
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s	 Validation Corrections: New items, catalog prices
and indirect requirement relationships have been
corrected or added as a result of the SAMIIS computer
program validation.
•	 Data Extensions: New items supplied by JPL and
SAMICS users have been added and many of the price
versus quantity relationships have been updated.
The following paragraphs describe these recent changes
is	 to the Phase 11 Cost Account Catalog. The revised Phase III
catalog is stored in a computer file, the format of which is
also described below.
B -• CATALOG REVISIONS
FORMAT CHANGES
To make the Phase II Catalog and indirect requirements
relationships easier to use, the computer data file, referred
to as the "Phase III Cost Account Catalog", was revised as
follows:
1. The descriptive names of catalog items have been
modified so that the generic noun (or noun phrase,
as in "FLOOR SPACE") appears first and descriptive
adjectives, in order of increasing specificity and
separated by commas, follow. (For example, "OTHER
FLASH TANK" was changed to "TANK, FLASH, OTHER".)
to addition, the names of some items have been changed
to make them more meaningful or more easily understood.
For example, "MANUFACTURING SPACE (TYPE A)" has been
changed to MANUFACTURING SPACE, TYPE A, TYPICAL
PRODUCTION ROOT: and "VENTILATION" to "VENTILATED
ROOM SPACE".
2. Generic identifications have been added to the
descriptive names of those items which did contain
sufficient generic information in the Phase II Cost
Account Catalog. For example, one of the two items
named "XT-375" was changed to "Acrylic Sheet,
XT-375". The resulting names conform with the style
defined in (1.) above.
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3. The catalog has been sorted, first by account
(the first character of the item referent), then
alphabetically by the revised des=iptive names.
Referents, (catalog numbers) have been reassigned,
whenever possible, to correspond to the referents
in the Phase I Cost Account Catalog. However, the
following suffixed alphabetic character has been
dropped.
D Direct Requirement
I = Indirect Requirement
B = Both Direct and Indirect
4. Personnel in Account B have been divided into direct
and indirect and sorted separately. Personnel which
were labeled "B" for both Direct and Indirect were
placed in both groups with similar descriptive names.
For example, "Chemical Engineer" has been changed to
"Chemical Engineer, Indirect Staff" and "Chemical
Engineer".
The new referent numbers for these items are
listed below under "DATA EXTENSIONS".
5. For those items that may result in the production of
potential pollutants, a parenthetical list of pollutant
referents has been added to the descriptive name. All
of the potential pollutants are contained in Account D:
By-Products.
6. To make the catalog easier to use by those who are
unfamiliar with the metric system, conversion factors
have been included in the new catalog. The FPS-Metric
conversion formula appears for each item. For example,
the descriptive name for "LAND" has been changed to
"LAND; 0.09290*FT**2 = 14**2 11 . These conversion
factors have been expressed to at least four signifi-
cant digits.
7. Each catalog item's references to indirect requirements
have been changed to correspond to the new catalog
numbers described in (3.) above.
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8. The asterisks which terminate the inflation rate'
tables were replaced with inflation class code
characters. The codes are defined below.
Class Code Class Description	 Infl ation Rate
A	 Raw Materials	 7.0%
B	 Labor	 7.5%t	
C	 Industrial Chemicals	 5.5%
D	 Commodities	 5.5%
x	 E	 Energy	 6.0%
I	 F	 Natural Resources	 9.0%
G	 Land	 4.0%
H	 Facilities	 8.0%
I	 Construction	 8.0%
J	 Equipment	 5.0%
Not all facilities have an 8€ inflation rate. Most
facilities that were added to the Phase ZI Catalog, such as
Distillation Columns, have a 5.5% rate.
This updated version of the cost account catalog was
combined with the indirect requirement matrix file to form the
expense data file in a format acceptable to the SAMIS computer
program.
The Phase III Cost Account Catalog contains the following
information:
•	 Reference Numbers with an Alpha Prefix indicating the
following accounts:
-	 A. Facilities
-	 B. Personnel
1. Direct Personnel
2. Indirect Personnel
-	 C. Utilities and Plant Services
-	
D. By-Products
E. Commodities
F. Resources
•	 Description
Name
-	 Pollutant Referents
-	 PPS--Metric Conversion Formula
II1-4
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•	 Metric System Units of Measure
•	 Inflation Rate Table
Inflation Class Code
0	 N Price -- Quantity Pairs
Q l 	Q2 	Q 3 .	 QN
P1	P2	 P3 . . . PN
0	 M Indirect Requirements
Referent
--	 R Quantity -- Quantity Pairs
11	 12	 13 . . . IR
D1
 D2 D3 .	 DR
VALIDATION CORRECTIONS
1.	 New facilities items:
Forklift trucks, at a cost of $ 20,000/truck.
Determining item - - Warehouse Space.
Warehouse Space ( SQ FT)	 # Trucks
499	 0
500	 .05
	
10,000
	
1
	
160,000	 12
No separate requirement for shipping &
receiving dock.
Assumptions:
Truck activity rate = 200 sec/move/pallet
Pallet Size = 48" x 48"
Operating Schedule = 345 days/yr - 24 hrs/day
Availability = 80%
1 move = Time to reach load and time to reach
dumping site + loading time + unloading
time.
# Forklift truck operator.: Input to model.
III-5
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Computer:
Total ,Personnel	 Computer ($}
24	 $	 0
25	 250
250	 62,500
1000	 180,000
2500	 300,000
Scrubber: Will be a direct requirement.
2.	 Modified Facility Items:
Industrial Waste Clarifiers (Gallons)
Capital costs changed to:
29,000	 1102250	 3,000,000
1,000	 4,500	 203000
Land (SQ FT)
Determinants changed to
(i) Total Factory Floor Space 1.2 SQ FT/SQ FT
(ii)Parking Lots	 1 SQ FT/SQ FT(iii)Paving for Roads	 1 SQ FT/SQ FT
Other facilities requiring land are implicit
in the 20% allowance in Total Factory Floor
Space.
Landscaping & Irrigation:
DetermTaant changed to
Total Factory Floor Space 0.2 SQ FT/SQ FT
Passage & Corridors
Requirements changed to
Office Space, Administration - 30%
Office Space, Manufacturing - 25%
Plant Manufacturing Space	 - 20%
i
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Plant Maintenance Shop:
Maximum size set at 50,000 sq. ft. for 390
or more maintenance personnel.
Quality Control Laboratory:
Maximum size set at 8,000 sq_ ft. for 200 or
more quality control personnel.. 60% of quality
j	 control personnel are on the production floor
and do not require 'laboratory space.
IJ
^Industrial Waste Clarifiers;
 Determinant changed to
Solvent & Chemical Storage (D)
D1	 D2	 D3
I
gallons 29,000	 110,250	 3,000,000
(	
sq. ft.	 100	 200	 800
I^
Il	 I2	 I3
3. Modified Personnel Items:
l
Groundskeeper:
Determining item changed to
V'	 Landscaping & Irrigation--1 groundskeeper/150,000 sq. ft.
4. Modified Utilities Items:
Electricity:
Determining items changed to:
o	 Total. Factory Floor Space
L	 o	 Heating
j	 o	 Ventilated Room Volume
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•	 Paving for Parking
s	 Cooling Water
a	 Compressed Air
Air Conditioning:
Determinant changed to:
i	 Total Factory Floor Space
Room Space Ventilation
Determining Items changed to
^- Total Factory Floor Space 7762.5 CU FT/YR/SQ FT
Fumes	 3 CU FT/YR/CU FT
Heating (CU FT/YR):
Determining item changed to
Factory Floor Space	 1000 CU FT/YR per SQ FT
5.	 Modified Resource Items
Silicon:
E Determining items changed to
Polycrystalline Silicon	 all( grades) 1 k	 kq	 )	 g/ g
Silicon, Metallurgical grade 1 kg/kg
Silicon Ribbon	 1 kg/kg
- Solar Cells	 .22 kg/sq. m.
Solar Wafers
	
.22 kg/sq. m.
i Reject Cells	 -.22 kg/sq. m.
Rejected Wafers
	
-.22 kg/sq. m.
i=
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E6000 Silica Spin On
E6016 Silicon Dopaut
E6032 Shellac, Clear Spray
B6046 Epory Paste
E6064 Graphite Beam Mount
E6080 Collant Rust Lick
E6096 Blade Dressing 1X1X6 Alumina
Sticks
E6112 Blade Dressing 1/2X1/2X6
Alumina Sticks
E618 Tensioning Fluid
E6144 Purified Polysilicon
B6160 Thinner
E6176 Diffusion Source
B6192 10K
E6208 Silicon Seed Crystal
E6224 Pre-Assembled Pan
B6240 Caston
B6256 Terminal Bus Wire
E6272 PVC Coated Fiber Glass Screen
E6288 Miscellaneous Panel Material
111-9
4. UTILITIES
REFERENT
C2172
5. BY PRODUCTS
REFERENT
D1192
D1224
D1240
ITEM DESCRIPTION
Outside Engineering Services
ITEM DESCRIPTION
Used Lubricant
Reusable P olysilicon
Miscellaneous By Product
Chemicals
.'A
6. COMMODITIES
The following numbers were assigned to different grades
of Polycrystalline Silicon. The prices varied from $10 to
$75 per kg, in steps of $5.
E1586, E5128, E5144, E5160, E5176, E5192, E5208, E5224, E5240,
E5256, E5272, E5288, E5304, E5320.
REFERENT	 ITEM DESCRIPTION
Li B6304
E6320
E6336
E6352
E6368
	
}	 E6352
	
I	 E6400
I E6416
E6432
B6448
L E6464E6480
E6496
B6512IJ E6528
E6544
E6560
J B6576
E6592
B6608
E6624
E6640
E6656
E6672
	
L." 	 E6688
E6704
( E7000
Terminal Block Sets
Frame !.%terial
MOOS/Tin Paste
Polycrystalline Wafers
Polycrystalline Wafers
Polycrystalline Wafers
Ceramic Block
Aluminium Powder Suspension
High Tension Wire
multiwax
Mirarta 30 mil.
Micarta 62 mil.
Expendable Paper Belt
Palladium Paper Belt
Sealing Glass
Copper Foil Interconnects
Boron Trif luoride
Tetraf lucromethane
EFG Dies
EFG Insulation Material
EFG Heating Element
EFG Cartridge Material
Aluminium Paste
Dichlorosilane
Texture etch
Vacuum Pump Oil
Metal Paste
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C - FILE DESCRIPTION
R1/'4
This section describes the format of the phase III Cost.
Account Catalog data file. The file was created by combining
the updated catalog with the new recommended indirect require-
ments matrix. The matrix data is presented in Appendix D.
The file format is acceptable to the SA1 61ICS III Computer
Program.
The combined catalog/matrix data base has been entered
on the NCSS computer via a terminal and stored on a disc
under the title "Expense Data". The information on each
entry is stored on two consecutive lines with format shown
in Exhibit III-1.
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rBXHIBIT III-1
A2049
I -Al	 F	 4?290*FT**' P =M**2Ir —TH SERVICE FACILITIES;0
}!**2
1?77
1977.0000	 8,0000
14.00	 0.5775E+04	 18,50	 0*700OF'1-04	 213. 00 	 049240F+1.04
4700	 0. 1400F.I.05
1.000	 1.000
1*00000
A4416
1REATERP 4olA M**2 p CS/C91 @09',.90*FT**2=M**,.1
HEATER
1977
1977o0000	 515000 D
10.00	 0,1300U05
A4400
11EATERP 2#0 M**2 1723500 N/M**2 SMELLr S5/SS1 6894,7572*PSI-N/M**2
WATER
1977
1977,0000	 505000 0
10.00	 0o2300E+05
A4424
HEATERv OTHER
DOLLARS
1970
197840000	 305000 b
14000	 11000
02056
HEATING FACILITTESP 1055.07*11TU-J
11777
1977,0000	 840000 N
041270F+08 850P0
A2192
LABURATORYP QUALITY CONTROU •09290*F7**2=M**2
M**2
11277
1977.0000	 8,0000 if
14.00	 0s3h75E+04
	 20400	 0o7050E+04
	 70.00	 1,702SE404
140 * 0
	04337SE4-05
A.7040
1.000	 1.000
100000
LAMW09290*FT**ZmM**2
tl**.!	 1
1977
1977.0000	 4o0000 0
0,404')P 10 4 06IS99F•105 0-O095F+04 0,3746FM 0.202-IF:+09 0.919ir-l-05
0.4047F7 +05 0 - 1506F-4 - 06 0-2023r-106 0,699IF406 *
1. PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is managing the
Low-Cost Solar Array (LSA) Project, funded by the
Department of Energy (DOE), to develop and transfer to
industry lower cost processes for the manufacture of
flat-plate photovoltaic solar modules. JPL has contracted
the technology research and development to over 80 univer-
sities and commercial firms.
Prior to the development and implementation of the Solar
Array Manufacturing Industry Costing Standards (SAMICS),
the subcontractors' cost estimates were not comparable
because of differences in accounting standards, economic
assumptions, and financial parameters, and because
processes had not been considered in the context of an
integrated process sequence in a factory environment.
Consequently, the development of SAtjICS is an important
part of the LSA project. These standards unify economic
and financial accounting assumptions providing comparable
cost estimates for the alternative manufacturing techno-
logies under development by the subcontractors.
The costing standards have been formulated as a mathematical
Model to simulate the design and operation of a hypothetical
solar factory. To facilitate the use of this rather com-
plex model, a computer simulation program called SAMIS
(Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Simulation) has been
written. Given a proper description of the manufacturing
technology as input, the program computes the manufac-
turing prase for solar arrays over a broad range of
production levels.
2. SUPPORT STUDY WORK
Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A), a management consulting
firm, has been contracted to support the development and
implementation of the SAMIS program. This support study
work has been performed in three phases.
Phase I involved critiquing the model, collecting cost
account catalog data, developing the indirect requirements
matrix, and formulating the facilities capital cost esti-
mating relationships.
A-1
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The critique of the SAMTCS model was documented separ-
ately during the initial stage of the Phase I study.
The other support study results are documented in a
f	 3-volume report:r
Volume T contains the COST ACCOUNT CATALOG. This
standard data base includes prices and inflation
rates for all exogenous inputs to the SAMICS model.
The inputs which will describe the manufacturing
processes and factory requirements are divided into
six categories: facilities, personnel, utilities,
by-products, commodities, and resources.
Volume 11 presents several SUBMODEL ANALYSES,
including the indirect requirement relationships,
facilities capital cost estimating relationships,
standard financial parameter values, and a model for
estimating one-time costs. The one-time cost model
refers to the construction and production start-up
phases and includes procedures for estimating construc-
tion lead time and production start-up time.
The user of the SAMTCS model describes the direct
requirements of the manufacturing processes by
specifying the quantities of facilities, personnel,
utilities, commodities, by-products, and equipment
from the cost account catalog. However, factory
operations require more staff, facilities, and
supplies than those directly required to operate
the machines. These items are generally needed to
operate any manufacturing plant and are generated
by the SAMTCS model, using the indirect requirement
relationships, which constitute a standardized
factory design.
Volume III contains CONCEPTUAL PLIANT DESIGNS and
the corresponding Solar Array price estimates for
three alternative levels of production: .50, 15,
and 500 megawatts per year by 1980, 1982, and 1986,
respectively. The plant designs are based on an ion
implantation process sequence, which starts with
silicon wafers and ends with packaged solar modules.
The work performed during the Phase III study focused on
three areas:
A	 Cost Account Catalog
•	 Marketing Model
0	 Distribution Model
The data contained in the first version of the Cost
Account Catalog was completely converted to metric
system units of measure and expanded to encompass all
promising manufacturing processes associated with JPL`s
Technology Development Tasks.
The Marketing Model estimates selling expenses and the
size of the sales force required as a function of the
demand. The model does not attempt to forecast demand;
rather, it is assumed to be known. The country is divided
into seven marketing regions with up to three types of
customers in each region. Marketing costs vary with the
type of customer as well as the annual production level,
reflecting the fact that residential installations, for
example, imply different sales requirements than commer-
cial power generating plants.
The Distribution Model computes the cost of transporting,
warehousing, and delivering solar arrays from the manu-
facturer to the customer. The factory location and demand
distribution are specified as inputs; the number and size
of regional warehouses and the modes of transportation
are determined by an optimization algorithm.
This volume of the Phase III study documents the SAMIS III
computer program validation. To do this, the program was
run for three test cases corresponding to the Phase I
Conceptual Plant Designs. The results are compared with
the manual computations performed during the Phase I study
and the differences are reconciled. Adjustments in the
cost account catalog, the indirect requirements matrix and
the facilities capital cost estimating relationships are
recommended.
Other Phase III work involved critiquing the computer
program output reports, recommending improvements in
format and content for easier interpretation of the results
by the general industrial audiezace as well as the ."PL
technology development subcontractors. The indirect require-
ments matrix is updated and converted to metric system
units of measure in Volume 11. Volume III documents
revisions and corrections that have been made for the new
Phase III Cost Account Catalog. The changes include both
validation implied corrections and JPL supplied extensions.
Listed below JPL reference document numbers for the
Phase I and Phase II support study reports by Theodore
Barry & Associates.
Er
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3. REFERENCES
Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A), A Critical Review
of the Solar Array Manufacturing Industry Costing
Standards, ERDA/'JPL-954800/1, July 1977.
Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A), Phase I SAMICS
Support Study Final Report, ERDA/JPL--954800/2, September
1977.
Volume 1: Cost .Account Catalog
Volume II: Submodel Analyses
Volume III: Conceptual Plant Designs
Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A), Phase 11 SAMICS
Support Study Final Report, SAMICS Cost Account Catalog,
DOE/JPL 954909-78/1, April 1978.
Theodore Barry & Associates (TB&A), Phase lI SAMICS
Support Study Final Report, SAMICS Marketing & Distribu-
tion Model, DOE/JPL 954909-78/2, January 1979.
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This appendix contains the input data for the S*nS carpiter
progrxr. validation. The data describes:
• Format C-. Structure of the Modeled industry
a Format B: Input, Output, and Intermediate Products of the
Modeled Cm9any
• Format A: Manufacturing Processes of the Modeled Factory
s Financial. Parameter values
The manufacturing technology as described by the set of FORMAT
A's is the major input required to estimate the solar module prices.
These inputs include the ecorgxaically important machine operating and
cost parameters, and the direct process requirements.
The manufacturing process sequence described here consists of 14
steps. The sequence starts with silicon wafers and ends with packaged
solar array modules, using the ion implantation step to form the
junction. The automated assembly equiFment is designed for high
volume production.
The same input data was used to generate solar array costs for three
levels of production: .50, 15, and 500 Megawatts per year.
H-1
C)DKPJ' 2'E=R INPUT MTA 0=.Lnf
^S
FOR'+rkT C: Industry Descriptions
F	 I,7--T B:	 Canny Description
FORMT A:	 Process Description
1. CLEANR — System "Z° Wafer Cleaning
2. IONIMP — ICPq Inplantaticn:	 2 sides
3. TRANS — Transportation:	 Wafer Boats
4. DIFQSE --- Diffusion
5. IOADER — Transfer:
	
Wafer Loader/Flipper
5. INSPEL — Post Diffusion Inspection
7. A(MkCK — Silver Metalization:
	
Back
S. AGERW ---- Silver Metalization:	 Front
.9. CE,TES — Cell 'rest
10. ARMAT -- Anti-Reflective Coating
11. COtZ%= — Interconnect:	 GAP Welding
12. STRTES — String Test
13. PASSEM — Double Glass Panel. Assmbl,y
14. PACE — Array Module Packaging
Fi.nanciat Parameter Values
s	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION t
its raorrrsrote LA DIPLATo:r 	 Note: Names given In brackets [ I
	
'
	
••	 [^,f+rti, Jutw+r of Ter^+alop	 %l;
^F(Nr Qa,► Gra.t Or  IAuAdmm "it 91103	 are the names of process attributes
	
requested by the SAWS In	 *.-
computer program.
Al Pro= [Referent] =kNTR
	
A2	 [Descriptive Name) SYSTi": Z	 C=.N\INC: WAr` P5 CEsFs^3,s 7 IN A St}I^^'[JR^C
ACLn/ffMF0 "I PERQX DF7 .,M--
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
	
A3	 (Product Referent] CI^1t4^:'R
	
A4	 Dwriptive NamelPraduct Named C_T 'ED i Al=
	
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 vWrTpvl;
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
	
AS	 (Output Ratel (Not Thruput) —	 125	 Emits (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
	
A7	 Average Time at Station	 C+5lendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time]	 In-procen Inventory)
	
AS	 W-whine "Up" Time Fraction _	 - R075	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Descriptionl
A9 rComponent [ Referent)
	
syS7w Z
kggt Component [Descriptive Name] (pptionel)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prioes [Price Yaarl	 1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purrhae Cost] 45 ,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Fife (Years) [ Useful Safe]	 10
A13 (Salvage Value] (S Per Component)
A14 (Rarnoval and Irsullation Cwt] (WComponwnt). w
 '-0—
Note: TIw: SAM IS III computer program also prompts for the [pays-pent fleet intervall , the (inflation rate table] , the
(equi.pment M - depreciation method), arxi the [equipment book depreciation method]. In the ESA SAM ICS conuxt,
ae^ f}A, (1f?.. . 6A), DDS,"SL
ORIGINAL PAGE IS iPL aQ37-4 R 10I7e
OF PqPR-WnITY	 I-rJ
';;lrr
I
Forrnx; A: Process Dt=ripti on (Continvad)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) 	 M 7 7- W-0
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Person-wl Kequirements)
A16	 A1S A19 A17
I:atalog Number	 Amount Required k
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
,Referent]	 AAmount per Machine]
A2064D
	 200 _	 SO, FT._ MA,\T7;=1 1121' SRh * t 	 r A)
B3672D
	 .7278 FRS: tS	 r (	 ? '1^~zT. ^P	 ^ Tm	 _
B3736D	 ..0434
—
pp, zI.C '	 T
B5080D	 . 0364 PRA,/.C;r?7F'Tr _4't.'7PL3'. F'^^^i
B3624D	 .2043 PPSw!S?	 'I' MF=_=&	 Nnt-01Y^R
B3608D
	 .0688 PR3vS'H= _ 1~`L^'T^ ~^T^?, CT,7>tK
B3752D	 .01 PRSWSHIFT M14a=,--_, _SHDPP sil R i
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Req-,fired
lExpense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent) fArnaunt per Cycle)
Dl ugl; 4-45r; POLI,G7= W=
E1640D .0644
	
IBS. SULFURIC ACID
E1336D
_
.0575	 LBS . HYD^'h PE OXIME
C1032B . 5838 E [=CI'T`Y
C1144D .56	 CO. FT. DE10I'1Zn WhTER
B1590D 133.226
	
_^	 S WAFmo' STNQE CRYS'T'AL
SMICON
D101613 360	 CU. FT. FUMES
D1032B .067	 GAL. POISONCUS ACID
D1064D 1.684	 ^vusFER.S PZj1D= wuy? .S
PART 6 – INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
A24 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
(Product (Yield]*	 ( idea[ Ratio]** Of
Reference) Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
Nam
#eparad by ARE BARRY & ASS07MM _ — --	 Do" 2/22/79
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
* Assumt 100% yield here.
Examples: Modules /Cell or Cetlsf Wafer.
Mvt: rosE stva JFL 2037.-8	 ^ ions
EI
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PRDCESS DESCRIPTION
JET reart'LSION (.AfolAf•OXY	 Note: Nemec given In brackets ] JGdr fa+si+ 1xito..e o f Ter"ofap
IR rr. Oaf Gros D* l	 C.W8, 91703	 ort the names of prowess attributes
requested by the SAMIS Ili
computer progr,#m.
Al	 Process (Referent]--- IOh
A2 [Descriptive Namel	 ION INPIAN'TP:I `ION: A DaML£ IMPIx !'EFt IS USED UO IPI,ANIT
MBE FRONT SIDE C?F OrE h'2L AM M BACK OF ANC7I'rIER
PART 1— PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [Product Referent]	 IU47- R
P
A<	 Descriptive Marne [Product Name)
	
IONTIZED K*EPS
AS Unit Of Measure [Product Units]
	
WAr- ERS
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
"A6 [Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 33.333 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time rt Station	 - Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
[Processing Time] in-process inveniory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction ______ n- Rs Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 -- EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
AS Component [Referent] IOU IMP
A% Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
Ala Sue Year For Equipment Priem [Price Year] 1977
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Crest] 700,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Yaars) [Useful Life] 10
413 ISaNage Value] (S Per Component) 0
A14 [Removal and installation Cc*t] (&?Co mponent) D
1 Nate: The SAMIS III computer program also promptx for the [payment float hn*rval], the [inflation rate tUhle), the
(aquipm,ent tax depreciation method ] .and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
suss 0.0, (1275, 6.0). DDB, rid SL.
B,6	 JrL 7017 --9 P110173
X115
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line A1)	 ICY-SRiP
PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 Ale A.17
Catalog plumber	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Unit; Requirement Description
Referent)
	 [Amount per Machine)
- A2064D	 850 S4. FT. SPA= (`T`Y"Pi E A)
B3096D	 0.312 PRSNI 5?I	 'I' SE^` QCY\UXMR ASS:^^Qr
B37361)	 _	 -0867 PEM /5;^ p`I' MR	 ''f'*'` ?v	 VIE-0,11\71C_
B3752D	 _02 PR5'^/.SF= SHOP OPE^
PART a — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE PER DP=.-,^u F_12=
(BYproduct Outputs) and )Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent) [ Amount per Cycle)
C1032B .667
	
W-1t	 ELECI''.nTCZ'TY
C 080D 06	 CJ.FF.	 LIU= N1
C1128D .0107	 KW—HR	 CCOLING WATER
E1280D .0006	 UNITS
	
FIIAt^^'F5/INSULATORS
E1112D .274
	
CU.FT.	 ARCM GAS
D1064D .45	 W*-ERS	 RrOEC r.T'^ K*MS
D10801 .033	 GATE.	 SEV^ WASTE
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
A24 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product [Yield)*	 [Ideal Ratio]" *`* Of
Reference) W	 Units Outf Units in
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Nome
C'LNGM 99	 1.0	 MABERS WAFER	 CLEANED WAFERS
I
Prupared by TFM=RE BAPM S. ASSQ21ATES	 DO" 2/22/79
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 10096 yield here.
*k* Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
	
PtfYEKSE RIDE JP L =37-3 Ft Wr?g
SOLAR ARRAY mANUF ,ACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
FRDCISS DESCRIPTION
act ta,nPi'Lxs014	 Note: Names given In brackets [ ]C.1,ferws lami.7e e' Tvt6alen
41tru. o.; G.oie D. r"ew Calif 91103	 am the names of process attributes
requested by ttre SAMIS III
computer program.
Al iProoeu [Referent]
	
TWIS
A2 Wesrriptive Name]	 WXER.S AFE PIA® TN 12" S=CONI BCLATS TO BE CARPJEb
TO TfM DIFF[TSION PRC=S
FART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 tProduct Referent]
	
VETS=
A4 Descriptive Name [ Product Name]— WZLT-= IN' 12" S=COIN PATS
A5 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]
	
iV*
PART T -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 (Output Rate] (Not Thruput)	 0. 6 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station	 .943_  Calendar Minutes ( Used only to compute
[Processing Time] in-proem inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 -94	 -- Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage t=raction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Lachine Description]
AS Coir►ponent [Referent)
---
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional) i
AID Sass Year For Equipment Prices [Price Yearl
	
1972
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cost] _ 500
Al2 Anticipated Liyeful Ulfe (Years) [Unful Life]	 TO
A13 (SalvaW Yaluel ($ Per Component) 	 n
ek.14 (Romoval and Ir rtallation Coal (t/Componertt)
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also jyrompu foe the [payment fiont Interval], the [infiation rate tablel, the
[oqu4xnent tax depreciation methodl, and the [equipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAM ICS contact,
tae 0.0, (1675, 6.0). DDS, and SL
,FL 3W7—i 11!70rn
$-7
I^
i
/I^^
Format A: Process Description (Continued) PAOZ
A15	 fhrocess Referent (From Page I Lire AI) 	 TENN'S ALr" y
'PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACH INE ( Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
i	 A16	 AIB A19	 A17
Claulog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
B3624D	 _	 .00047 PRS.N,/SHIFT	 NfATE—YJAL 11WDI R
B3606D	 «00016 PRSN/S IFT	 Yf-i'rE.RI .L CLERK
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE PER OPERATING MLK7=
(Byproduct Outputs) and )Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A21 A23	 A71
Catalog Number
	
Amount 'Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units	 Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle)
t
PART B — INTRA • INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24^	 A?8	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product	 (Yield)*
	 (Ideal ;'Patiol** Of
Reference)	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26*** 	 Product Name
12TYER
	
100
	 1.0	 K*IMS IMF'kM IMIZED WAFERS1
	IMperod by "'A FoUDRE BAR}'LY & ASSOG'I MS	 Dwr 2/22/79	 --
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100 %
 yield here.
*** Examples. Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
	
REVE3RSE SIDE JrL 7037-5 K10/79
-I
I U
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
IFORMAT At
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PLOrt •LSIGN LANOswtn r<Y
	Nate: Blames glyen in brackets [ ]
- L1,+i+wir 1+7ru^u ^^ Trif^ala1T
dRfg) pft C:rcrr ter f P"ras. "ff 51 1103
	
are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAM I S III
computer program.
Al	 Process [ Referent]
	
TJ=SE
A2 [Descriptive Name]
	
D=SION: DOPAN-7S ARE DRIVRN IN'M = WAPEPS BY HEAT
TFFA71 ME T IN' A FURIZ'AE
j	 PART 1 --PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
E 
A3	 [Product Referent]
A4 Descriptive Name [Product Name] D== VZ%=
AS Unit Of Measure [Product Units)
	
WrERS
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERIf"TI1C.5
A6 (Output Rate) (Nat T hrvp;lt) _ -	 .150 . , n _	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
'A7 Average Time at Station	 i • 00. Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction —	 .95 .__
	
Operating Minutes Per Minute
(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUiPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9 Component [Referent] IMBE2G
Asa Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year] 1^ 977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 72 ,000
Al2 Anticipatsd L%eful Life (Years) [ Useful Life] 10
A13 [Soivage Yafue] (S Per Component) 0
A14 (Rarnwosi and InsWittion Coat] (S,lComponent) 0
Note: The SAMIS III computer pro gram also prompu for the [payment float Interval] , t!-. [inifati ®n rate table], the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [aquiprrwnt book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAMiCS contaxt,
use 0.0, (1675, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JrL 3037-8 R IOna
B-8
form. A • Proceu Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) DSr
PART 4 — DIRECT REDUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 x:118 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent	 [Amount per Machine]
A2064D	 800 SQ.n. W-7TFACUP.LhG SPACE MITE  A)
B3096D	 .78 PRSN/S,-=T ST- jCCF-1. L3MR ASS-SL^P-R
B3736D	 .087 Fp.S_:/Si'	 T b "^.lL, k=^,,^_^ b -* ac
B3752D _ -
	 -
.02  PRR:[Sh' F'I' M^^ SHOP OPEa ZQR
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 ( Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 1.667 W-HR	 _ E E=CTTY
C1128D	 .222 MI-HR =LLNG ;QTER
C2096B	 .0059 KW--H AIFE=ITICNING
E1416	 .027
-	
CU.FT. NT	 --,i GP.S
D1064D	 2.021 VV FERs PETE= iFERS
PART 6— INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product
	 (Yield)*
	 (ideal Ratio]* * Of
Reference]	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26*'	 Product Fume
	
W^'RBCn'	 919	 1.0	 WYERS rVP= WYERS IN 12" SIUCM
BOATS
	
Frepared by TEEL=_ ARRY 9 ASRCY' TW	 lOste Z^?2/79
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost,
* Assume 100% yield here.
*** Examples: ModulesfCell or Cells[ Water.
INEVEFIXE (SIDE JPL =37—$ iR to/7a
17
.
k B-9
JPL aa37--5 R lor7a
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
cs: rsort^ixios: I.+AVI GNATmltY	 Note: N#me& given in brackets I
P'JCdsf&roif Imijamir of Tvebo610174FIAr." Grnr Dr. IPwadnw. roll , 91103	 are the names Of process ntribute s
requested by tiie SAM I S III
computer program.
Al	 Proccu [Rdr.rent) D ER
A2 (Descriptive Nome)_=ER—F.j IPPER IMNSFER OF _DIFF3SM K%T= INTO	 .^
VVIER CASSE"ITES
PART 1 — PRODUCT
 DESCRIPTION
A3	 [Product Referent] MV.^FR
Al4 Descriptive Name IProduct Name] WADED DTFkySM WA=
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units) Vti'^F'ERS
PART Z — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AB	 d{Iutput Raze] (Not Thruput) 	 50	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 ^^- 0 Calendar Minutes (t}sid only to compute
[Procesxiny Time] 	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 • 95	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS {Machin Description]
A9 Component [Referent)
	
ELI=
AGa Component [Descriptive dame] (Optional)
Alt] Bsae Year For Equiprrw t Prices [Price Year]
	
1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cast] _20,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful life]	 10	 —
^13 (Salvage Value] (S . lasr Component)	 ^1— - ------
A14 (Removal and lrwallation Cart] (S1Component)
	
—n—	
—
Note; TIC SAMIS Ili computer prowam also promoU for tte (payment float Interval] , ttx [inflation rats tableI, the
r	 [aqur,Pment tax depreciation method) , and the (rquipmtnt book depreciation macthod] . In tfre LSA SAM ICS Context,
_.	 the 0.0, (7975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
--
forma A: Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al)
PART 4 —DIRECT R1=0UIREMENTS.PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
.Gtalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 SAmount per Machine]
B3736D
	
.029	 PPSNISN- ' vAil prm= F0_-F_kN-jC
B3752D	 .0067
	
PRF: /S'. 1	 MACE= STHDP OPr,R:-OR
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22
	
A23	 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machirte Per Minute
	
Emits	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
PART 6 -- INTRA•1NDUSTRY PRODUCT(5) REQUIRED [Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A26
[Product
	
[Yield]"	 [ideal patio)" Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26***	 Product Name
DIWAPR	 100	 1.0	 WAFERS/VAIM DUnSED RAFMRS
f
!'spared by - - TFIDDMM EAM & ASSCgC1A7?,S	 0au 2/22/79
* 100%  minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here,
*** Examples: ModulesjCell or Coils/Wafer,
iiEYER.SiE 3tL1E .Ii'1. 'Dx?-F A 70/7(
;f
+ti
£ {Y
ti;f
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTUR ING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FCIRMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
..irs rsora•LSIO ►: t.waNasLaTORT	 Note: Names given In brackets j ?
• t.GM... Irsrri.+r al SrriRalon
4k111, Oaf Grote Or f pa;sinw. "It 91103	 are the names of praaeu attributes
requested by the . SWIS III
menputer program.
Al Pro== [Referent)
	
fir` PFD
!42 (Descriptive Name]	 PC T D1^'F'[JSIC7%, Il^SPF 1CY_ 1 : F z=6 ARE. I SPF ' BY
''- % S0LNG RF_S1SI `ISTITY TA71 :i A 4 POM PROBE
PART 1 —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 trroduct Referent]	 3Nvr-L R
A4 Dtwriptive Name [Product Name] gSpE= WE S
AS Unit Of Measure INoduct Units)	 5
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 Joutput Rate] (Not Thruput)	 24.157 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 _2' • S Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
[Processing Time] in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction)
PART 3— lEOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
AS Gomporwrit [ Referent)
Aga Component [DLscriptive Name] (Optional) —	 —
AID Base Yaw For EqulpnwTt Prioes [Mira Year) 1977
:	 Al l Purchase Prise (S Per Component) [Purchase Coal 3-52F 002
Al2 Anticipated Useful We (Years) [Useful Life] 10
A13 [Salvage Value] (S Par Component) 0
^14
k
(Rernavai and Installation Ccctj (SIComporwtit) 0
Dote: The SAM IS III computer program also prompts for Ltie jMyment float Interval] , the (inflation rats table] -the
(equipment tax depreciation rnerthodl . and If* [squipmwnt book depreciation rrwthad] . In the LSA SAMICS contrXt,
up O.C. (11175, 5.0), DDS. and SL.
0.
Formet A: Process Description (Continued) QALI*ry
A15	 Process Refererd (From Page 1 Lure Al) 	 MNSPEC
PART 4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personne l Requirements)
A16	 A18	 x419 A17
Cataio; Number	 Amount; Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Machine]
A2064D	 200	 S4.TT. 1^N-JFAC°J ALNG SPACE	 A)
B3768D	 .214	 PtR"'.qS ^. NlCS Cc]P?a^"-rs TESTER
B3688D	 .171	 PRSVSHIT`t ELECTRONICS l^;7	 r_"^^ ^ 1~2,q
PART '5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle]
C1032B	 .08333	 KW—HR FIDC.i'^=
D1064D
	 .326	 W--FRS REJECZr' ) Y;JERS
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27 A25
[Product
	
[Yield?	 [Ideal ilatio]' * Of
Reference]
	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26 *** 	Product Name
M!ZAM	 99	 1.0	 NAEERSIWAFM	 I=ED DIMSM WA=
lrepared by _ THDODORE BARRY & AS50C?A	 p,ft 2/22/79
* 100°, minus percentage of required product lost,
.* Assume 100% yield here.
*** Examples: Modules/Cell or CeilsfWafer.
l4ficYEltLE >RiDE JPi 7037-4 413Q1T0
tied,.
75	 •_^11
j
M T SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
f
^ROCES,S DESCRIPTION
srs rROrl'Lisa^. LAIOLATOiT
-C+iiti.+is 1rssN►rr rt T^ri^olcp
-	
4W O.F Grow  D- I PAsiod—, Calif 97103
Note; Names given in brackets I l
Z
the names of process attributes
uested -by the SAWS III
computer program.
I•.
Al Proau jReftrentl AMkM
A2 IDescriptive Name] TIIICK AG F=ALIZATIOt HAS{: A S, r - ' P^"IING Ah'"7i F1PQNG
SYSIVj Sllti'IT.R.S A Ca OXTI & NUMRK ON 'Trr GAMS OF WAFERS
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [ Product Referent] AG^Z* R
A4 Descriptive Dame [Product Name] p `^ ^^• =_ malts
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 VO=
PART 2 — PROICESS CHAPACTERIS'TICS
A6	 loutput Rate] (NotThruput)	 30	 Units Given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 as vvrage Time at Station	 1	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
[Proceuing Time)
	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Ab4hine "Lip" Time Fraction	 • $	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 •-- EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component [Referent]
	
- PR7NTi= IAE
	
- —
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Sass Year For EgWprr em Priem [Price Yearl
	
1977
Ali Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 265,ODD
^12 Arrticipatrd Unfui Ute (Years) [Umfui Life)	 10
A13 [Salua p Value] (S Per Component)
	
0
^14 (RwnovW and IrsaWation Cost] (SIComponent)
	
0
Nate: Tht SAMIS III cornputar program W o prompts for the [payment float Irrtervall, the (inflation We tmblel, the
[equspment tax depreciation rnethodl. and the [equipment book depmWtion methodl . In the LSA SAMICS context,
sloe 0.0, (1975, 6.0). DDB, and SL.
i
JPt. 3o37 -4 itlOrM
B-11
ii
Format A- Procru Description JContinued) c
A15	 Process Referent ( i= ron. Page 1 Line All)
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( F a0ities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18 A19 A.17
CAuIog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	 [ Amount per Machine)
^2Dt1 D
	 1616 SO, Fr. ^^^^^^^Th = sP^^^ rte- A} 	 t
B3056D	 .156 PRS:: F:-1
B3736D	 .174 PRA AFL 3 F'I'
EMB ED 	 .0085 PEI fVr K Wit" FT -Er9-R ,-K jrc; M217-07rsANX -
- B3752D	 .04 PR--, /s3H= _ ttz r-Km smog =AMR
PART 5— DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE PER 0PEZ3 ATIN^-. Mn ,7 M
[Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amount per Cycle]
D1080I	 . 00066 GAL. SLIKZt cz VPSTE
D1096B	 .0043 LES• SOLID WPB
E1128D	 .0084 1.8s. TNK SOLtTF-NT
E1064D	 2.25 GRZ.nS SILVER LNR PASTE
E1696D	 .0182 POLLARS 7HMMDCOUPL£
E1576D	 .0014 So=s SCREF:tiS
E1624D
	.0168
^
^-S SAJ
C1032B	 .485 XA1-HR FLB=CYsY
D1064D	 .4043 MEEBS P=TID i-PTERS
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTR`a' PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product
	
[Yield)'
	
[Ideal F[atio)** Of
Reference)	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26;**	 Product Name
	
TNWAFR  
	 1,0	 W ',# 5 fi^FER MSPB= WMERS
	
Raperail by 7BBOMBE BARRY I :ASE22Lti7-'F.5	 Dam 2/22/79
100' minus percentage of required product lust,
** Assume 100% Yield here.
+e** Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
"EVERSE510C J'L 3037-5
 It W78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
try raort •r.croTt t,xtioauroxi	 Note: Names given in brackets I j
^'r:r^er.`r Irrrrurr ff 7'arLwolor+
;JON'te. riot Groir nr. f huadrrt Cdjil S t 03	 are the names of proGett attributes
reque%ted by the ,SAM I S III
4pomputer program.
Al Prao4tt I Referent] A^
A2 IDtWiptive Nana}	 , Al= T-=- !AT 7 Z(az -- fiR!"' : _ A _ S=R ?%"T'^, 2 Ts.^  l
FIPJNG SYSTEM SINTERS A 0 7!UJ- = =TJRK ON THE WFER FRS N7S
PART i - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
^3	 [Product Referent] Ark* S,
A4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) BAZE AIM ERMT NjrMILIZED k'zETM
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]	 A= L9
PART 2 - PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [output Ratel (Not Thruput)	 30	 Units (given on line A5) Per Chwatng Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 1.0	 Calendar Minutes [lined only to r ompute[Processing Time]	 irrproGess inventory)
AS machine "Up" Time Fraction 	
-	
-?R- 7R—. 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 -- EQUIPMENT ( ,SST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Gamporwa [Rdemnil
Ah Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Banc Year For Equipmsrrt Prices [Price Year)
All Purchm Price % Per Component] tPurchase Cot) 3 90, 001) 	 -.265400 —
Al2 AttWpatad Owful We (Years) [Useful l,-ifel
	
()	
--_.
A13 JSrahray¢ Value] ($ Par Coffgm sent?	 a
A14 (Removal a4f incWlation Coal (S/Cornponant) 	 0	 0
Neste: The SAM IS III computer program ahe prompts for the [payment float iretenrail , the [inflation rate Sable}, the
(equipment iax depreciarr ion method). and the Iaquiptl*ni bwk depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS ttiortuxt,
um 0.0, (1975.6.0). DOB, and SL.
.PL- 3=7-5 A torm
I,.;!
1
i
E
i
}
B-12
Forrni,at A: Pro= Description ( Continued)
A15	 Proceta . Re.ferent (From Page 1 Line Al)
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent] (Amount per Machine)
,. A2064tJ 3232 22==r-RiN S'p ;177 Mlly^^
B3064D .3396 PPS ," /SF-= S0_,7T 'Q 7''• —op x5fi sue.
B36l36D	 - _ _ W) P9 /gT-7Tt^' Er 't	 i ?','rf'S N=^r?7 r 3^r r_^	 l^E
B3736D .1735 PRS /SI Z'1S LLY	 .'1^CL	 iH'^'^IC
B3752D .0401 PRS:^/SHT1=T MBE SHOP OPEPA"TDR
PART 5 - DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE p R OPERt?TING M,N(1TE
(Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent] [ Amount per Cycle]
D1096D
-	
.0 .043-	- IBS. SOLID WA`S'['E
C1032B .7183 KW-HR E .T1)' RTC=
E1576D .0035 r P l S SC=S
E1624D .00333 SOCJc'E. S SQUEEGEES
E112 8D .0177 LES. INK SOLVr\'T
E1696D .0364 DOLLARS Tf ERhi :=-	 LE
E1064D 2.256 GPI72MIS SILVER IN-K PASTE
D1080I .404 GAL. -SEVUiGE WASTE 	 _	 _ ---
D1064D .00086 WAFERS REJE= W'AF'ERS
PART 6 -- INTRA -INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [ Required Products]
A24	 A28	 A26[Product	 [Yield]`	 [ideal Ratiul * of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Units In
A27	 A25
Units Of A26***	 Produm Name
AG P R	 99
	
1. 0 	 W*-ERS /KUER BACK METALIZED WPIMPS
1'reparsd by	 pay 2/22/79
^:	 ¢ 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
€?	 ** Assume 1013% yield here.
**t Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
PAVERSE BIDE JPL 3037-4 R lOrM
C -2—
SO LAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDAADS
FORMAT A
A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
31KY rr.ort'r.xlon s.xaoparoxy
C^tirrrw l^trrr.rr n+ 7^rkrrofo^.
4Krn, 00+ Grorr !h. I	 "0 FIJ03
Note, Nama% given in brockats ( )
are the names of praaerx attributes
naquetted by the SAM I5 III
samputer program.
Al	 Proa*r ( Referent) 
A2 (Demrlptive Name) =X, 	 M 'l?f =jMT,T -RT
PART 1 --PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent) 	 fi
:n4 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 2=_S01aB CM;1 S
AS	 Unit Of Mamum (Product Units)	 C'F.'TTS
HART 2 --1180CESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rage) (Not Thruput)	 20	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	
;!Q
	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(Frotccsfng Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fr^tion	 ' ^^^	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
11-hape Fraction)
KART 3 -- EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machirw Description)
A3 Component (Raiorunt]
	
Sol=
Aida, Cornponent [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
AID &m Year For Equipment Prixs (Price Yaarj 1977
All 1Purchase Prior ($ Par Component) [Purchate Cast) 175,000
Al2 Anticipwted Lhtful Life (Years) (Lheful Life) 10
A13 (5atvKie Value] ($ Par Cx nVvnant) 0
,A14 (R omoval and installation Cartj M/C..ompooent) U
Note; Tier SAMIS III computer provarn also promprtx far the [payment float `siterval), Ow (Inflation ra#'table), the
jequipmant tax depreciation mathad) ."the (rquipm+rnt goal: depreciation method) . In the LSA SAM ICS cOntsxt.
tat 0.0, (1975, 6.0).13138, end SL.
$—L3
	 ,Mr•t. 3037-5 "lar 1
aiE
ei
d..
x
l	 1
f
Form:t A; (arocets Desription (Continued)
A15 Process Referent ( From Page 1 Line Al) CST TES
PARTAI — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
{Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18	 A19	 X0.17
Casale Number	 Amount iRLquired
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Unity	 requirement Description
Referent]
	
iAmount per Machine)
:A2096D
	
200	 SO.FI'.	 M^L'^K A--1U LNG SPAQ; ! PE C):
B3768D	 .214	 PPSN/SFMT E IPRONTCS CCt---Vc^'^'S=*^^MR
B35 B 3D	 71	 vICS
B51720 	 .0855
	
7? &Ci Si: ^ i^fiL^']_"^Ct^ti^bz^^ = ^ r•R
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE PER OPMTING bMUM
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Util ties and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
[Expense Itern	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units	 Requirement Description
(Referent)
	 [ Amount per Cycle)
C1032B
	 .083333	 RW--HR	 ELE)=CITY
D-1176D
	 5.9123
	
BLS	 7F.rTF^] CEr S
PART 6 — INTRA -INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24	 A28
	
A26
	
A27	 A25
[Product
	 [Yield)*	 (Ideal Flatloj** Of
Reference]	 f'/o)	 Units Out/Units in .	 Units Pf A26***	 Product Name
	
A=.TL	 80	 3.0	 CELLS IK*'ER BACK AND F1CTF MFTALTZED
/	 6 WEBS
Pnpand by THEOMPE BARB-Y & ASSOCIATES	 Dan 2/22/79
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 100% yield here,.
*!•* Examples: Modules/cell or Cells/wIfer.
REVERSER IDE JPL 3037-5 k10178
J
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
—
4PROCESS DESCRIPTION
xrT raort• LMON "N asx	 Note: Names given In brackets [ ]
C1	
OWA7r
r<<....+ 1^jworr of Tckaolan
a AR NO GAI Gr d  r){ IrW it". e.1d 9110.1	 are the names of promss suribmes
raquested by the SAM15 III
vomputer program.
Al Procw [Referent]
	
ARM71T
A2 [Descriptive Narnel ANM-»PQK nZE Cak=G: CELTS ARE SFRLYID A'1'TE AN
ANTI—AFT E IVE COATING A10 S.aT.'ED
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
X43	 (Product Referent]-, CV=
A4	 Descriptive Name ( Product Name)
	 =--=,TL9
AS	 Unit CN Measure [Product Units)	 CET T Lq
PART 2 — I*RDCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AB	 (Output Rate) ( NotThruput] _	 911.0	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 T -O0	 Calendar Minutes (Wed only to compute
(Processing Time]	 in -prods inventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time t=raction	 . 8075	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
([sage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Compm=t [ Rsferent]
	
LMTER
Al4 Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
As p
 $.etc Year Far EgWpmant Prices [Price Year]
	
1977	 1977
All Purchase Pride ($ Psr Component) (Purchase Cost] 120,000 -	20,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
	
1.0	 10
A13 (Salva2 Value] (S Par Component)
	
0	 ^_
A14 (Removal and Irutallation Cast] (SjCoanpanent)
	
D	
.- -
	
..^	 34
1
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (paymont float Interval].1he f inflation rata table] , the
[equipnwnt tax deWeciation method]. and the [aquipnwt book depnwIltion math]. In the LSA SAM ICS writext,
sxae 0,0, 0975.6.0), DDB, and SL.
E
XL as7 7-i it 10J7e
8--1.4
F I^
"y
I :
	
format A: Process Description (Cm%inued)
A15 Pror--cs Referent (Frorn Roge 1 Line Al } ^'
PART 4 — DIRECT REOUIRI:MENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Perxxinel)
(Facilities and Fersonnel Requirements]
	
A15	 A1S	 Ale	 A17
C ata. log Number
	
Amcwnt Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Unit	 Requirement Description
Reierentj	 ( Amount per Machine)
	
A20$'tn	 715	 sn.'FT-	 M"-'^'??= AC7T 1?.^ se !'s=. I'^ 2Z R)
	B3096D	 JR	 P$ /5f?L t' zM,aM-')'rx= A1sa,.aym...
R ^7	 - ?177	 /EE= M j=Rh"' E ?fF'!`F,'y1^Y1 C'
	
R3 ,RRD
	 J1427	 Pgc—:\,	 MECapm-ucs T ''T rr-'"k I.-P hz 2
	
B 3 75212	 'PR /,CZRTFT Xfi CEJN=p SHn? pprgz'Tp-g
PART 5 -- DIREUT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE PER OPERATING M'L*i'E
{Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
	
Ala	 A22	 -	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Experise Item .
	Per Machine Per Minute
	
Unitz
	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 )Amount per Cycle)
	
E1080D
	 .0095 LTTIItS	 ^tv'TI—^^`ZVE COATL14G
	
C 632E
	 667 
	
r"^.+--HR	 FILD=CITY
	
021.28$	 .1.667	 CO.FT.	 VENTILATION
	
416D	 .6636 	 CU.FT.	 NIT D= CHAS
	
D	 CELJyS	 PZJE= CEL15
PART 6 -- INTRA -INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) Rl=aUi RED [Required Products]
	
A24
	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25) .Product
	 [Yield)*
	
(ideal .Fjatio)** Of
Reference)	 (9,;1	 Units out/Units In	 Units Of P.26***	 Product Name
	
=Is	 95	 1.0	 CELTS /CELL TES= SOLAR COLS
	
f 1pered by	 ASSOCTATFS	 p,ti 2/22/79
100% minus . percentage of required product lost, .
+* Assume 100% yield Isere.
*x
 Examples; Modules/Cell or CelisjWafer.
VIEVEPUE RIDE drL 3037-2 IR Or"
rSOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
_	 FORMAT A
66 
A	 ^^	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
F'	 AiT !tQlL'LxlQTi 1iU^QtIaYOt1'
t 	 t	 ^^Gtdr.^+.r Trui+^tr n^ 7'rriralap	 3HgtC:. Narf?lS L13t'EIl in 1?r'tCkQTf f ]	 ^s
1	 z0h& OAi Grog  Df f tAW4*4. Cori! Y) 103	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer progrerrm.^
Al	 Prccass IRefurent]
	
[7CIv C
A2 [Descripti,,y blame] ^ .IE`;?^^.' L^ I=	 Q'1-1^-'G-3NG: SOLAR CELT S APP
USING PA%. 'A= C-4p
 asamaQms lum Arm	 SAL SLING nwIFfis'lyN '
PART i —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
	
9
A3 ]Product Referent]
	 S=G
i	 A4	 Descriptive Name [ Product Name]	 g"	 2ILtS
s
A5	 Unit Of Meacur+e IProduct Units]	 1 l	 -
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 IOutput Rate  (Not Thruput]	 63.333	 Units (given on line A5] Per Operating Minute
Z.Q
.
	-
A7	 Average Time vt Station	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
(PrncxssingT'ime]	 In-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction 	 Operating Minutes Per Minut-
[ikage Fraction]
((
	 PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description]
AS	 Componwnt (Referent] .
	
TA7	 r^T -
	 i
Aga Component (Descriptive !g ame] (Optional)
	i	 -
Forma: A: Proceu 13mription ( Continued)
4~15 frocess Referent (From Few I Lire Al)
PART  -•-- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[f= acilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16.	 A`! 8
. ..
	
A19	 A17
T.atalW Number	 Amount Required
!Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units	 Requirement description
Referent)	 [Amount per Machine]
.A2064D	 130	 SD.FT. - Y -\WALTJPJN SPA= (TYPE A)
• B3096D	 .2599	 PaRRV_S7H= SL:ICD.:DJ=.- AS=_^R
53736D	 .0868 - -	 PRS?:/SUFI' M^T^h"IE!^'?^C3
B3080D	 -	 .08662	 PtRS`: /S>:_r`I' Mama r. ASE•:=" F? (?R ,^^ :1
B3752D	 .02	 PRSN SHAT mCHAC.- SHOP CPE ^,'IUR
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE P.ER C)DL-pt?T1NO. MatCt`Z'E
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
	
.	 Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
D1176D	 .6257	 CELLS	 REJE= CELTS
E1072D	 .3475 - —	 `T.	 SILVER-PLA3t^ COPPER 1tiURE
E12 4 0D	 .0914 	 DOLLARS	 EID=DES
C1032B	 ..1333	 KW HR	 rr =CITY
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) FtEQUIRED [Required Products]
A24	 A28 ...
	 A26	 A27	 A25[Product
	 [Yield]*	 [ideal Ratioj** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Unhs In	 Units Of A26 *'**	 Product Name
BLS .
	99	 I, p	 f^.T^^CQ^ LTED CELTS
ampere¢ by TfiFf.7DC1E BARRY ASSC MMS	 Do". 2/22/79
* 00% minus percentage of. 'required product lost,.
**Assume 100% yield here.
*** Examples: Modules/Cell - or Cellsfliftafer.
HAKERSE SIDE JPL =37--1 w Vona
5"X7 r1L0rt'L91* s,wnoa,ATORY
"C^rfa..:r latrkRrr ^+Trikrolon
IR rr• Oa! Gre.r Dr I Arid .+. Gk' PI M
Nate: Names given Ih,
 brackets I ]
arc the natmes of process attributes
requested by the SAWS III
computer program.
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SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
111 ROCES"S DESCRIPTION
Al
	 Process Ifleferent]
	
'S
A2 [L`a=.iptiye Name]	 SOLAR l-*t,r r, STRINM SUFI"a`I`.i?'^ TO .1 1	 T_CAL TESTMS
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 TProdum Referent]'
A4	 Descriptivt Name [Produce Name)
AS	 Unit Of Maacur e {Product Units)
	
=T
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Dutput Rate] (NotThruput)	 126.67	 Units (given on line AS) Per Dperating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	 C.atendAT Knutes (U$ed only to tornpute
[ProcesAnp Timel
	 in-promss inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 .96	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage t=raction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT CDST FACTORS (Machine description)
A9 Component [Referent) 	 mi:&^^
A 4 Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional)
^10 these Year For Equipment Pricy [Price Year] 1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Cornporwnt) [tsurchaae Cost] 80,000
Al2 AnticipaW Useful We (Years) [Useful We) 10
A13 XSatvaW Value] (Si Per Component) 0
A14 [Rae ovW and lrstaRstion Cat? (VComponent)
	 _
0
Note: The SAMIS I II computer program elan prompts for ttas tpayn*nt float interval., the [inflation rate table], the
[equipment tax depreclason a shod] , and the [aquipmtnt book cieprKUtian med-,od] . In the LSA SAMICS w0t oct.
urge OX, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL:
format A: Process Description (Continued)
#.`_	 Process Referent [ f= rom Page 1 Line Al)	 PAE
PART 4 —DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
ti.
,	 [Facilities and Personnel Requirements] r--.
ii
F^
A16	 A18	 A19	 A17
Cstaloq Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Vnits	 Requirement Description
Referent] `	 [Amount per. h'iachine),
- A2064D	 _	 110 .Fr.	 MZ2\_J_Pk^,,". SPA TYPE Ay 
.B3768D	 .1712	 PR5N/5L'TFI'	 F:.^	 D	 C5 Ci ^'?D; 	E;	 S=
5	 L'R"^?^/SI-. 	 •_B3688D	 Y'!C5 I*, 1' T^ tii'CE	 u^T
--
PARTS—DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MAC;'IlNE PER MINUTE pLR OTERkTTNv MLVjM j
(Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requiremen s 
A20	 A22	 A23. 	 A21
Catalog Number	 .Amount Required i
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
units	 Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 .05	 Kip'—HR	 1.7 B=CITY J
D1176D	 1.2485	 ,LS	 RFC E= C'= ^	 ^]
4 s.
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [ Required Products]
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A26
[Product	 [Yield)*	 [ideal Ratio]' Of i
Reference]	 M)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of 1426***	 Product Name
WRING	 99	 1.0	 CELLS	 /CELL SOLAR C E1.1 C ))	 ' r
i
It}
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
E
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
SLx ritOTL'i.LtC7k LA16}./ITQRY	 Note; blames given In brackets j ]Caidenw 1ajosso r of Tr;brafon11465 04 GrN r 1h / T.+.re.+. "Pt 91103
	
are	 flames of process attributes
requested by -the . SAM-IS III
computer program.
Al	 Proo (Referent]
	
PASS' '3est 	
_
A2 IDescriptive Name]	 DQL'BP CLASS PXQ=- +T ASSE2-SLY
PART 3 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3 (Product referent)- WWLE
A4 Descriptive Name [Product Name] ARRL-Y MOD=
Ab	 Unit Of Measure ]Product Units]	 3I
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 10utpt t Elate] ( Not Thmput)	 '2771 -
	
Units (given on line A5) Per Dperating Minute
^7	 Average Time a1 Station	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute
jp r
	
ng Time]	 in-process invatiitMi
AS	 14lachine "Up" Time Fraction	 • 85	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Friction]
PART 3 --• EQUIPMENT COST FACTC I RS (Machine Description)
A9 Component [Referent]
	 PARkg i,MY	 FINASNMLY
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
AID Bane Year For Equlprrw t Pricy [Price Year]	 1977
All Purchase Prk* ($ Per Component) [Purdme Cost] 3-03, 00 -
Alt Anticipated Useful We (Yprs) [Useful Life) 	 10
A13 ISa lvage Value] (S Psr Component)
A14 (Rafno wal and Installation Cast) ( 	 ponent)
1977
125x000
10
0
Bete: The SAM 15 111 comMer program ahm prompts JDr the [payment float interval ). the [inflation rate table] , the
Equipment tax depreciation method) , and the [aquiprnant book depreciation m thcd) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6A], DDB, and SL,
^t aoa7.-a n t a ^s
X9-17
0format A- Process Drtar)ption (Continued)
X415	 Process Referent ff rorn Page 1 Line Al)	 PASSE-
PART4-- DIRECT REQU1REMENTS PER MACHINE ( Facilities) 0R PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A76 AlS Ale A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
.	 (Expense Item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) [Amount per Machine]
A2064D 680 SQ.FT. YL;NUFAC^^RIN" SPACE (T5'P% A)
B3752D .0236 PRS?Z/S>;s'1^'1' YL%CHX1h:,- SHDP QPF-rVNMR
B3080D ,4330	 _ PRSN/SFTFT F=ZE ASS- LER
B3688D .0855 PRS_.-; SHTFT F- 	%IC:S YA=N..-= Y,;,N
13373FD .0867 PRS:_/SRL Mz T	 ms=s'	 N	 ri^'^IC
4,3 784) _430	 _ PRR. SHJTT-7 SYS L'.S TESZER
B3624 .091 PR.S: /SH=.t 15t4-1'K_^ -1r,\=TrR
B3608 _0305 PP.SIC /S.uT AinTr [PF CLERK
PARTS —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
lByproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent) [ Amount per Cycle)
C1032B . a8 x>ti^x>^ ^ c^TY
Fn 812 _	 6,146 SOFT, FLAT GLASS
Ei1272D 10311 __^,B,S, IELT ADIRE-Sim-
)'1.160D
_
.1242 Lfi'TTS PA"-	 QD..^' SC`InR
E1232 _	 ,2427 DOLLZM E^'-2- SZ7iL
E1250D .0428 LBS- EPDXY POTAR'T
E112 Eb .248 IBS. IlAC SOLVE XT
D10801 .0255 GAL. SE4Imm; WA=
PART 6 — INTRA -INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED [ Required Products)
A24	 A28
	 A26	 A27	 A25[Product
	
[Yield?	 [Ideal 1 atio)'k* Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26***	 Product Name
10 0 	 .0044643	 MULES /CELL TE,= SOLAR CELL STRINGS
E
	
Prepared by THBODORF'
—	& Aim=A'T'S	 prpr x/22/779
^r 10 0 % minus percentage of ttquired product lost.
** Assume 100% yield here.
*** Eximples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
PFIEVERSESIDE JPL 3037-4 F'tlOrn
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
4AJET
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
 
V%0rrL%111 t•. 11OZATOIT	 Note: Names given In brackets [ jd.r. r. t n+ Tra3^orot,
 
044 Gr21r Dr rr.,rdre+, Cdd 91103	 are the names of process attributes
nquested by the SAM I S [it
computer program.
Al	 Promo [Referent]
	
VACS;
A2 [Descriptive Narnr] ____. ARRAY M']9012 PAMGINNG
F ^,
'r	 {
r
PART 1 -- PRDDUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 iProduct Referent]
	
PSzL'^, is
ARl^srA4	 Descriptive Alam
	
PACK7A= SOLAR	 M39)ILSe [ Prod uCS Name]^
f
A5	 Unit Of Maacum [Product Units]
PART a — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
(( Alb	 [Output Rate] (Not Thruput)
	 _ R1 14 i	 Units {given on line A5} Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station
	 1-x	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to Compute
[Processing Tisne]
	 in-pro=ss 'snvmtory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 Operating Minutes Per Minute
[Usage Fraction]
PART 3-- EQUIPMENT cos'f FACTORS [Machine Description)
A5	 Camporwrt [Reh	 PKGF^Prentl 	- "r
AAa	 Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
t
• a
i
A10	 Base Yaar For Equipment Prises [Price Yaar]
	
1977	
—
A11	 Purchase Price. ($ Per Component) [Purchase CostI
	
25, fl00	 -
Al2	 A ntidpsW Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]	 10	 _	 — -	 --
A73	 ISalvape Value] ($ Per Component)
A44	 (Removal and It^rWation Cart] (SICamponent)
	 Q
N erte: The SAM I S Iii computerat  prpgratt ► also prompts for the [payment flat Interval], the [inflation rase tal5lej. the °s
;. [equipment tax depreciation mrthod] , aid the jequipment book depreciation method]. In the iSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1675, 6.01, DDB, and SL
nn
JCL 3=7-G K TVtM
ii
forms: A. Prods Description (Continued)
A15	 Proceu Referent (From Page 1 Line A1) PA=
PART -4 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements]
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalo5 Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Snift) Units Requirement Description
Referent]
	 (Amount per Machine]
A2064D	 100 S4.FT. Iii-^K7JFAC'1tu" LNG SPAM (TYPE A)
133656D	 .9021 PPS\,/SH1n Y,4Q-MN PACKAGER
B3624D	 .5107 PtR9N,/Siig'1.' W-="^7A+7 HANDLER
133608D	 .172 PRSNS = bs_Tarsi	 L CLEFE
PART S —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilitie-, and Commodities Requirements]
	
A20	 A22	 A23	 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 [ Amount per Cycle]
	
E 1.180 D	 2.7
	
C0 n.	 WOOD}=,.N CRATES
PART 6 — INTRA -INDUSTRY PRODUCT (S) REQUIRE=D [Required Products]
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product
	
(Yield]*	 {Ideal F(at)o]** Of
Reference]
	 11%)	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26*** 	Product Nome
MODM	 100	 1.0	 VIDUMPSf MODULE ARMY MODUMS
li'rnpered by THEODORE BARRY & ASSOCMMS	 ll m 2/22179
* 1D0% rninus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples: Modules /Cell or Cells/Wafer.
	
MVERSE SIDE XL 7037-2 r; IDM
is
t.
L'
_	
ay
m
FINA-IAL PARAE€7R VAL=
^s
The following financial parameter values were used for the SPMS cc%tUter
f program validation;
1) Operating minutes per year _ 496,800
( 2) Calendar hours per year 8,280
3) Depreciation half life fraction 0.5
;T 4) Deinflaticn rate table = 1974, 6%; 1975,
7.1%; 1976, 6%
5) Percent of capacity = 100%
6) Federal inrm tax table {income, $} = Or 20%7 25,000,
22%; 50,000, 48%
n 7) State ins tax table (in=n,	 ) = 0, 4%
^
^1
8) Leverage = 1.2
r
9) Debt interest rate 10.5
10) Other tax rate 2%
U. Insurance rate - 4%
12 Insurable percentage of working captial. = 100% f;
13 Facility life {years} = 40
14) Capital recovery time = Infinity
21%	 I Il 15) Rate of return on equity =
a
16) Base year = 1975
f
_	
r..- NO.	 ANNM PFODU ION	 •5 W 3-5 W 500 W.
17)	 instruction leadtine (yrs) 	 1.75 2.00 3.00
18)	 Startup period (yrs) 	 0.25 0.75 1.50
19)	 Manufacturing year 	 1980 198.2 1986
{
B-19
21)Miscellaneous G&A expenses (% of book value) 	 = 5%
22)Miscellaneous selling expenses (% of revenue) 	 = D
23)Tax life fraction (facilities) 	 = 2/3
24)Investment tax credit (ITC) rate	 = 11
25 ITC` top tax life (yrs) =	 7
26) ITC middle tax life (yrs) =	 5
27) IIC bottom tax life (yrs) =	 3
28) ITC maximum percentage =	 50
29) IM lower fraction =	 1/3
30) ITC upper fraction =	 2/3
31) Facilities tax depreciation method = DM
32) Facilities book depreciation method = 5L
33) Facilities inflation rate table =	 1975, B%
34) Raw materials inventory time (yrs) =	 .12 (43 days)
35) Processing time multiplier =	 2
36) Finished goads inventory time (yrs) =	 0.08 (29 clays)
37) A=unts receivable turnover tune (yrs) =	 0.15 (55 days)
38) ACL"' mts payable turnover tune (yrs) =	 0.08 (30 days)
5-20
^ a
s
^ ^ TA^3LB 1 3
TMAL Acv':;^L COST CUTARISON
.50	 PL NIT
^
h
_
Dif£'eri^nce*
TB&A ELM= 1975 $ Per(1980 $) (1980 $) Watt
Direct expenses:
Direct.labor- .$24,123 $24,142 -.000
1 Direct materials 1,678,248 1,678,163 +.000
By-product expenses 85 76 +.000
Direct utilities 5,596 5,520 +.00 0
-	 _ Total direct expenses $1,708,052 $1,707,901 +.000
is Indirect expenses:
Indirect labor $43,365 $52,399
-.013
Indirect materials and
indirect utilities 86,117 17 L530 +.101
Total indirect expenses $1 9,462 $69,939 +.088
r
^' By-product iryc^atne ($48,059) $ (48,057) -.000
Capital expenses:
Equipment replacement $292,632 $300,291 -.011
Facilities replacemnt 15,399 15,776 -.001
Amortized one--time cost 56,691 483.,164 -.631
Interest on debt 55,944 24,739 +.046
Return cn equity 559, 437 272,138 +.425
Non-insane taxes 39,062 12,987 +.039 ;js
Insurance 127,871 154,308 -.039
A
Total capital expenses $1,146,936 $1,263,403 -.172
In=ne takes $615,775 $708,45.0 --.137
Miscellaneous income 159,839 136,061 +.035
Total annual_ cost .$3,712,025 $3,837.707 -.186
Price estimate (1975 -E)
Watt
$5.49 $5.68 -,I9
Price deflator
	 =	 .7396 ,i
^r
*Dif ference. _	 (TE&A - WiICS) .' *	 .7396/500,000.
i
C-1
TAKE 2
TIVrAL A^3AL COST COMPARISON
15 M , PM'NT
Difference*
'TT&A SATMICS 1975 $ Per
(1982 $) (1982 $) Watt
Direct expenses:
Direct labor $768,744 $768,756 .000
Direct materials 32,447,127 32,387,474 +.003
E^,_product expenses 1,564 1,378 -.000
Direct utilities 212,613 212,093 -•.000
Total direct expenses $33,430,046 $33,369,701 +.003
Indirect expenses:
Indirect labor $586,217 $630,027 -.002
Indirect materials and
indirect utilities 14662,925 263,283 +.061
Total indirect expenses $2,249,142 $893,310 +.059
By-product income ($862,463) ($862,4:17) --.000
Capital, expenses:
Bguipment replacement $904,471 $902,714 +.000
Facilities replacement 45,951 77,504 .001
Amortized cne--time cost 1,075,503 3,958,055 -.126
Interest cn debt 372,473 141,307 +.010
Return an equity 3,724,731 1 1 423,073 +.101
Nan-income taxes	 10 348,881 43,074 +.013
Insurance 851,367 657,845 +.008
Total. Capital expenses $7,323,377 $7,203,572 +.005
W	 Income taxes 4,807,640 5,400,294 -.026
Miscellaneous expenses 1,064,209 119GZ,9L6 -.037
Total annual costi $48,012,153 $47,907 x376 +.005
},Y
TAB LE  3
TOTAL AMW^.L COST MNIPARISDIN
- 500 W- PLANT
ll:.r Difference*
TB&A akmicS . 1975 $ Per
(1986 $) (1986 $) Watt
Direct Expenses:
Direct Labor $34,958,320. $3.4,95.4x890 +.000
Direct Materials 446 201,167 442,277,000 +.004
By--Prod^t Expenses 59,579 59,157 +.000
Direct Utilities 11,496,546 11,489,012 +.000
E Total. Direct Expenses $492;715x612 $488,780,069 +.004
Indirect Expenses:
k Indirect. Labor
. $23,323,fi20 $26.,044:1465 -.003
l	 : Indirect Materials and
f Indirect Utili 'As 23,075,169 14,318,579 +.009
Total.Indirect Expenses $46,398,789 $40,363,044 +.006t;
By—Product Incxxne ($6,770,509) ($6,770,207) --.000
, Capi tal. Expenses
Equipment Replacement $30,232,129 $30,199,127 +.000
Facilities Replacement 1,047056 2,584,572
-.002
Amortized one-Time Cast 34,623,889 156,935,422
-.128
' Interest on Debt 8,090,892 3,397,977 +.005 #,	 "
Return Of Equity 80,908,921 33x979,815 +.049
Non-lncczme Taxes 6,702,666 1,439,862 +.005
Insurance 18,498,468 18,881,925
-.000
Total Capital Expenses $180,104,041 $247,418,720
-.071
Income. Taxes $115,379,998 $192,049,285 -.080
Miscellaneous Expenses 23,116 834 32,806,818 -.010
Total Annual. Cast $850,944,755 $994,647,729 -.151
Price Estirrzte {1975$} 4.887 $1,037 -$.15
Watt
Price Deflator
	 .5214
*'Difference, _
	 (TB&A -
	 SAMICS)	 *	 .5214/500,000,000.
#
{i
Oil
C-3
a
,1
'1'U TAE 3A
TCML ANWLIkL CST
REVISED SJ*HCS PRDMZAM
YAM ORICIWT , IM.iFtEGT REQUIREMEWS MATRIX
.5KI 15.W 50D-W
1980 $) 1982 $) (1986 $)
Direct expenses:
Direct labor $	 24,143 $	 768,753 $ 34,954,592
Direct materials 1,676,752 32,387,424 442,277,376
By-product expenses 75 1,322 59,105
Direct utilities 5,520 214,974 11,350,344
Total direct expenses $1,706,490 $33,372,480 $488,640,768% 
3oar
indirect expenses:
Indirect labor $52,392 $629,881 $26,036,976
Indirect materials and
indirect utilities 17,530 262,900 141307,444
Total indirect expenses $69,922 $892,777 $40,344,336
By-product income ($48,057) ($862,417) ($6,770,207)
Capital expenses:
Equipment replacement $	 300,288 $	 902,715 $ 30,199,088
Facilities replacement 15,137 74,970 2,539,548
.Anartized one-time cost 386,515 1,573,742 68,607,472
Interest on debt 24,911 143,150 3,426,074
Return on equity 249,114 1,431,498 34,260,816
Non-incur a taxes 13,140 43,831 1,465,137
insurance 153,290 653,788 18,810,032
Total capital expenses $1,142,393 $4,823,692 $159,308,256
Ircome taxes 612,275 3,414,557 103,645,344
Miscellaneous i.rrane 148,530 1,905,244 32,885,664
Total annual. cost $3,679,578 $44,008,560 $624,829,952
&V41C1S price estimate (1975 $) $5.31 $1.86 $.846
Watt
Price deflator .7396 .6582 .5214
TB&A price estimate (1975 $/Watt) $5.49 $2.11 $.887
Percent difference l 3.2% 11.8% 4.67%
1 7B&.A - SAMICS
TB&A
2 Columns do not add because of rounding errors.
C-4
'TABLE 3B
°TO`T'AL AWu-U ODST
REVISED SNIUCS PRD3P.A%l
WITE FENDED INDIRECT FEWIRE VERM MAMX
.50t T 25W 500Kn'
(1980 $) (1982 $) 11986 $)
Direct exDenses:
Direct labor $	 24,143 $	 766,753 $ 34,954,592
Direct material 1,676,752 32,387,424 442,277,376
By-product expenses 74 1, 312 59,048
Direct utilities 5,519 214,973 11,350,334
Total direct expenses $1,706,487 $33,372,464 $488,640,7682
Indirect expenses:
Indirect labor $ 37,645 $	 541,959 $23,395,640
Indirect materials and
indirect utilities 710,861 1,200,971 51,788,800
Total indirect expenses $148,505 $1,544,921 $75,183,920
By--product income ($48,057) ($862,417) ($6,770,207)
Capital expenses:
Equipment replacement $300,288 $902,715 $30,199,088
Facilities replacement 23,625 101,350 3,915,056
Armrtized one-time cbst 434,757 174x864 $0,279,296
Interest on debt 26,290 148,262 3,702,920
Return on equity 262,901 47,395 37,029,248
Nan-ir3cane taxes 14,310 47,395 1,659,203
Insurance 167,267 699,288 21,166,400
Total capital expenses $1,229,437 $5,130,490 $177,971,200
Income taxes 679,674 3,257,612 118,970,256
Miscellaneous income 1561057 1,949,062 35 2ll 264
Total annual cast $3,920,147 $45,255,056 $895,998,720
;ANIICS pride estimate 	 1975 $) $5.66 $1.91 $.920
i	 Watt
Price deflater .7396 .6582 _5214
1-
M3&A price estimate (1975 $/Watt) $5.49 $2.11 $.887
TA= 4
A^3^.rAL ]DIRECT IABM CC01'S (1976 $)
Annual
	
1-11m'
T	 7'B&A
	
SX11C 7
	
7B&A
	
SX-11CS
Cbaical Operator
Maintenance
Mechanic I
Materials Handler
Ylaterial Clerk
Se;,-zi-Conductor
Assembler
Electronics
Ca P:: cents Teste,
Electronics
Maintenance Man
General Assembler
Machine Slop
Operator
Module Assembler
Systems Tester
Packaging Machine
Operator
Chemical Engineer
Quality Control
Engineer
$357 $357 $10,657 $10,711 $707,700 $707,859
2,513 2,520 75,072 75,112 2,541,248 2,541,177
1,872 1,879 23,652 23,652 672,960 672,961
502 502 6,373 6,374 181,720 183,167
2,812 2,815 84,162 84,163 2,553,314 2,553,220
1,984 1,976 56 1 613 56,594 1,879,768 1,878,263
2,939 2,939 87,608 87,455 2,916,320 2,915,151
1,034 1,034 30,974 31,033 1,031,940 1,031,996
472 473 14,946 14,927 472,416 472,555
1,286 1,289 38,912 38,904 2,312,200 1,312,221
426 437 13,153 13,106 442,800 442,324
392 392 8,898 8,821 313,600 313,648
38 48 1,219 1,200 80,880 80,854
1,104 1,104 32,200 32,396 1,085,600 1,085,522
1VF-CLL Ulrecr
Labor Cost $17,731 $17,745 $484,439 $484,448 $16,192,466 $16,190,915
Manufacturing
Year $	 $24,123 $24,142 $768,744 $768,756 $34,958,320 $34,954,890
Year	 1980	 1982	 1986
Assumed 8% inflation rata
C-5
TABLE 5
ANH[.TAL DIRWr MATMALS DES (1977 $ )
Aianua	 ], cn Level .50 MW 15 MW 500 MK
Units	 Inflatron	 TB&A SAYacs TB&A SAMICS TB&A CS
Sutturic lucid lbs. 8% $205 $202 $5,].77 $5,125 $171,463 $171,462
Hydrogen
Peroxide lbs. 13% 120 119 3,816 3,777 1010816 100,800
Filaments/
Insulators tufts 8% 8,001 8,004 24,002 24,004 560,038 5601,267
Argon Gas cu ft. 13% 8,051 8,059 33,801 33,462 1,.126,720 1.,1.26,721
Nitrogen Gas cv,ft. 13% 16 16 393 393 16,235 16x239
Solvent (Butyl
_	 estate) lba. 13% 3.,320 1,304 31,344 31,275 1,040,887 1jMW64
Silver ink
Paste 9m 13% 69,367 69,347 1,630,204 1,630,205 54,725,925 54,726,416
Thermocouple $ 8% 1,731 1,715 51,953 51,432 1,731,729 1.,714,397
c^	 Screens screens 8% 770 770 23,175 23,140 771,199 771,197
oti	 Squeegees. squeeges 0% 634 629 19,053 19,053 635,066 630,909
Anti-Reflec-
tive Coating liters 131 753 753 22,555 22,553 7511,907 '51,898
Silver Plated
copper Wire ft. 131 1,022 1,022 30,648 30,655 1,0211763 1,021,591
Electrodes $ 8% 1,020 1,020 30,611 30,306 1.,020,525 1,021.,590
Cell Adhesive
(FED Teflon) lbs. 13% 4,628 4,657 136,919 136,916 4,565,012 4,563,865
Wirxla,r and
Substrate
Glass sq.ft:. 13%. 18,077 18,077 457,356 457,347 15,250,562 15,249,518
Panel Oonnector 1000 units 13% 4,164 4,163 123,277 123,277 4,110,489 4,110,445
FA3ge Seal $ 8% 2,733 2,737 82,110 82,112 2,737,865 2,7371,055
Epoxy Potant lba. 13% 1,855 1,829 54 ,880 54 ,880 1,829,901 1,829,335
Wafers, Single
cmtal. 1000 twits 8% 1.,1.91,876 1 191.,856 18,680,472 18,641.,350 88,537,878 87,6441000
Total Direct
Materials Expense $1.,316,343 $),316,279 $21,441,746 $21,403,262 $180,706,980 $]79,790,000
Manufacturing Year $ $1,678,248 $1,678,163 $32,447,127 $32,387,474 $446,201,167 $442,277,000
1980 1982 1986
(See valune I 'for a caTArl.son of accounts.)
tr
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Annual Production Level .50 M9	 15 MK 500 MW
Units Inflation TB&A SdM'ICS	 TB&A SAMLCS TB&A S11MICS
Funs	 1000 cu.ft. 0 0	 0 0 0 0
Poismous Acid	 lbs. 15% 29 27	 182 137 4,256 4,410
:.Polluted Water 	 gal. 15% 19 16	 397 347 9,310 9,158
Rejected Wafers:	 !waters 8$ -H,699 --8,699 -]39.344 -136,349 -646,202 -646,229
"Sewage Waste
	
gal. 15% 1 1	 21 16 468 463
Solid Waste	 lbs. 15% 7 6	 178 185 2,902 2,788
Rejected Cells	 --_ cells 83 --2^2 -29,450 -450,634
—
^-450,598 -2,7400 38
_2 7401560
BY-Prcduct
Expenses	 (1977 $) 15% 56 50	 778 685 16,936 16,819
By-Product
Inoome	 (1977 $) 8% --38,151 -38,149 -586 1, ,978 :-586,947 -313861,948 . -3,386r789
Total Net By-Product
'Expense (1977 , $)
-381095 -38,099 -586,200 --586,261 -3,370,009 -3,369,970
Ffanu acturing Year Dollars 19BO	 1982 1986
.By--Product Expenses .$85 $76	 $1 1,554 $x.,378 $59,579 $59,1.67
!!y-Product Incoffe -$481,059 448,057 $8621463 -$86	 417 --$6 770 L509 -$5X770,207
jWual Productron Level 500 Mw.50 Mw 15 Mw
J
I	 Units	 Inflation TS&A SAMICS TB&A SAMICS TKA SMUCS
Electricity	 Kw-Hr 12% $21,293 $2,248 $68,310 $68,422 $2,29$,496 $2,2970419
Deianized water	 Cu.ft. 13% 175 170 5,230 5,090 174,346 174,325
Ventilation	 1900 Cu.ft. 12% 0 0 0 0 0 0
Liquid
nai.trogen	 1000 Cu.ft. 13% 984 980 29,703 29,406 990,113 .990,112-
Cvosinq^v►aeter	 KK-Hr 15% 462 462 13,854 13,898 461.,799- 4601526
f	 Tbtal DirectE	 Utilities expense (197'7$i $3,914 $	 860 $117,097 $116x816 $3,924,754 $3022,381-
Manufacturing year $ $5,596 $5,520 $212,613 $212,093 $31,496,546 $1.1,499,012
iCo 1980 1982 1986
TABLE 8
S J^RA^T FERSOMM Fd =MM
"I
--
500 MaAriuel Froduc^i an - Level .50 rya 15 M1
$ TB&A	 SA-TLCS. T5&A &M aCS TB&A aklacs
Secretary I11 3 $11,350 .033 .335 .881 .842 26.94 27.85
Training
j¢ Supervisor 0 20,360 ..017 .016 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
1,
Vice President,
Administration 3 52,500 .0.0.5 .005 .075 .082 2.37 2.50
Accountant 0 14,000 .017 .018 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
Accounting
Supervisor Q 20,600 0.0 3 0.0 3 .080 ,082 2.65 2.74
Bookkeeper 0 10,000 .017 .018 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
Controller 3 35,300 .004 .004 .110 .117 3.65 3.88
Data Processing r^
supervisor 0 17,700 .001 .001 .026 .028 .88 .91
Colter
Operator 0 10,600 .006 .006 .160 .165 5.31 5.48 ?3
Financial
Analyst 0 19,500 .006 .006 .160 .165 5.31 5,48
_ Keypunch Operator 0 8,800 .006 .006 .160 .165 5.31 5.48
Manager, Data
Processing 3 26,500 .002 .002 .055 .057 1.84 1.90
y . Payroll. Clerk 0 8,260 .017 .016 .480. .494 15.92 26.43 ,.
Purchasing Clerk 0 9,800 .017 .018 .480 .494 15,92 16.43
Progrwer,
Business 0 17,700 .006 .006 ,.160 .165 5.31 5.48
*Salary stated in 1977$
N.,
C`9
a
err_ 8, Co:=tinued
gIDIR`~',r PBRSo..2L R^^RII^^:iS
annual Pm3uction Level. .50 KI 15 W, 500 W
Sal- z TB&A	 SACS TB&A S-khV:CS TB&A SAM^CS
Purchasing
Administrator 0 30,000 .003 .003 .OB3 .OB6 2.75 2.B5
Purchasing Agent 0 20,000 .017 .170 .4B0 .497 15.92 16.43
Purchasing
Supervisor 0 17,500 .001 .001 .039 .041 1.32 1.37
Systems Analyst 0 19,500 .00 .006 .160 .165 5.31 5.48
Treasurer 0 32,960 .003 .003 .080 .082 2.55 2.74
Vice President,
Finance 3 52r000 .003 .003 .081 .085 2.72 2.84
Chemical
Engineer 0 24,000 .006 .006 .160 .165 5.31 5.48
Director,
Menu£acturing
Eigineering 0 32,000 .003 .004 .096 .100 3.37 3.4B
Director,
Quality
Control 0 32,000 .010 .010 .286 .289 9.53 9.67
Director, R&D 0 28,000 .002 .002 .040 .041 1.33 1.37
Draftsman,
Mechanical 0 12,700	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 6.22
I
! Electrical
Engineer 0 33,500
	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 8.22'
Engineering
Assistant 0 71,000	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 8.22
i
f
*Salary stated in 1977 $.
hn
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8, Continued
IMIRECTE PER^'M,r RD2J?	 •1U<TS i
1
U`Annual Prcduction Leval	 .50 W	 15 HI	 500 N
Salary	 TB&A	 SA-VZCS TBLA SANIICS TB&A	 SA-acs
Industrial
hnginaer	 0	 23,000	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 8.22
Mechanical.L
''	 Engineer	 0	 23,500	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 .797	 8.22
Production
j	 Planner	 0	 23,000	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7,97	 8.22
r	 Quality Control
Engineer	 0	 23,000	 .009	 .O09	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 8.22
-,	 Research
Engineer	 0	 20,000	 .009	 .009	 .240	 .247	 7.97	 8.22
Vice President,
-	 Manufacturing
	
3	 52,500	 .004	 .004	 .175	 .115	 3.89	 2.34
Assembly Form	 0	 14,000	 .053	 .053	 1.585	 1.585	 50.39	 50.39
iAssmbly Operating
Supervisor	 0	 17,000	 .006	 .006 	.186	 .186	 6.22	 6.22
f	 Assistant Pro-
l;.
1..	 ducti rn
Supervisor	 0	 20,000	 .006	 .006	 .160	 .165	 5.31	 5.48
Chemical Process
Forman	 0	 13,000	 .003	 .003	 .085	 .OBB	 5.62	 5.62
Electronics
Maintenance
Foreman	 0	 13,500	 .022	 .022	 .664	 ,663	 22.09	 22.08	 S
Machine Shop
Foreman	 0	 13,500	 .004	 ,004	 .132	 .132	 4.19	 4.19
*Salary stated in 1977 $.
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i 7,' YBUIE 8, Continued
L. IMIRUCT PE,	 Z
"- Annual Production Level .50 Mug' 500nq
Salary TB&A S_A ICS T8&A Skk'JCS TB&A	 SAlaCS
materials
1 :; HandlingF Forema 0 13,500 .017 .017 .219 .219 6.23 6.25
Y4chC1nical_
Maintenance
Fore-Ran 1 13,500 .040 .080 1.194 .673 40.04 20.20
0-7 Administrative
Assistant 0 37,600 .003 .003 .080 .OB2 2.65 2.74
Internal Auditor 0 21,200 .003 .003 oOBO .082 2.65 2.74
General Office
Clerk 0 8,260 .03.7 .018 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
j.
Director, In-
dustrial
Relations 3 32,960 .003 .003 .OBO .082 2.65 2.74
Director,
Office
Administration 3 32,960 .004 .004 .105 .110 3.53 3.65
i,
Director, Plant
Maintenance 2 32,960 .031 .014 .029 .054 .35 1.15
Director, Public
Relations 0 32,960 .003 .003 .080 .062 2.65 2.74
a^
Employment I
interviewer 0 20,360 .017 .018 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
w' Groundskeeper 1 8,800 .357 .435 .931 1.736 14.58 38.19
Guard 1 7,100 .433 .559 1.267 2.569 5.55 49.56
*Salary stated in 1977 $
C-12
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TAx3 8, Co ntinu--d
INDIRECT PERSOILIM YO IRE2,21t !'S
Annual Production Level .50 Ate' 15 MNI 500 Mss'
S TB&A SAD9-CS TB&A SA"aCS TB&A SA,=
Guard Chief 2 11,000 .072 .093 .211 .42B .92 8.26
Janitor l 8,.800 .520 967 1.520 3.OB2 38.00 8432
Corporate Lawyer 0 23,500 .003 .003- .480 .082 2.65 2.74
Legal. Secretary 0. 10,600 .002 .001.. .040 .041 1.32 1.37
Mail Clerk 0 8,260 .017 .018 .480 .494 15.92 16.43
Maintenance
Foreman (P&U) 2 15,600 .227 .162 .305 .546 5.43 12.47
Maintenance
Man (P&U) 1 8,800 .650 .838 1.225 1.713 12.62 27.10
Manager,
Ccarpensation 3 26,500 .003 .003 .067 .069 2.21 2.28
Manager,
Personnel 3 26,500 .003 .003 .092 .096 3.09 3.20
Manager, security
and Maintenance 2 26,500 .033 .042 .086 .162 1.06 3.46
Nurse 0 12,900 .012 .012. .320 .330 10.62 .10.95
Personnel Clerk 0 8,260 .035 .036 .959 .989 31.86 32.86
Personnel Clerk
Supervisor	 0 12,500	 .003	 .003	 .080	 .082	 2.65	 2.14
President	 3 88,300	 .003	 .003	 .070	 .064	 2.04	 2.11
Receptionist	 0 10,600	 .003	 .003	 .080	 .082	 2.65	 2.74
I
97i F 8, Continued
nwIRECT PERSON- L  REQ..3IRDOM
ll 3
rAnnual 500 W Production Level . 5Q K,= 15 W
salary TB&A SkVaCS TB&A SAMIC'S TB&A SATaCs
Safety Engineer 0 23,500 .009 .009 .240 .247 7.97 8.22
Secretary I 2 9,750 .448 .051 1.140 1.184 36.00 39.38
Secretary II 3 10,400 .025 .028 .738 .579 16.39 18.98 i
Process
Maintenance
Supervisor 2 16,500 .007 .012 .207 .146 5.90 4.70 1'
Production^^
Machine Shop
Supervisor 0 16,500 .001 .001 .022 .022 .70 .70
`. Plant Manager 2 23,500 .006 .007 .512 .138 5.03 4.52
Quality Control
Foreman 0 13,500 .024 .024 .709 .708 23.60 23.58 1i
Quality Control
Supervisor 0 16,500 .003 .002 .079 .079 2.62 2.62 {
Warehouse and
Material 'r
Handling
Supervisor 0 16,500 .002 .002 .033 .033 1.00 0.99;
Warehouse
Foreman 0 13,500 .003 .003 .076 .075 2.67 2.67
a
y Total Indirect
Personnel 2.90 3.B6 250.76 289.47 538.15 652.52
Y
Nz .-.
Total Direct
2ersrPnf=I 1.74 1.79 47.99 49.44 1,592 .81 1,643.00
Total Personnel 4.64 5.65 298.75 336.91 2,130.96 2,335.52
Salary stated in 1977 $.
n See Voluma I for a ocnparison of aocounts. r
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INITIAL CAPITAL COSTS
'` FCzt I RSCF B^7SLDI?dG FA^ILlFS
(Stated in 1977 $?
k
Annual Production Level. .5 KI 15 W 500 Imo?
TB&A SAnU:CS TB&A SAhiICS TB&-A SANUCS
Manufacturing
'Space
	 A	 141,795r 169 247r 369,638 369 636r 8 359 560r	 r 6,359 529r	 t
.	 Manufacturing
Space (Type B) 17,400 17,400 17,400 17,400 278,400 278,400
Manufacturing
Space (Type C 10,000 10,000 40,000 40,000 944,000 943,994
Total Space	 169,195 196,647 427,038 427,036 9,561,960 9,581,923
Cafeteria* 17,100 109 32,250 21,418 360,000 967,598
Computer Rcxzn 0 _ 10,560 10,550 33,440 33,288
Electrical
Equipment* 4,295 238 7,280 11,042 15,850 165,976
Health Service
Facilities* 5,775 - 7,000 1,006 10,010 31,665
Mechanical
Equipment Roan* 7,640 109 10,920 12,982 39,625 28,043
Office Space -
Adninistration 90,958 1,256 144,855 313,495 1,020,855 2,842,063
Office Space -
Plant 5,000 -- 11,750 1,211 69,000 36,631
.	 Passages and
Corridors* 10,822 389 18,112 36,516 118,575 879,196
Plant Maintenance
shop* 10,900 232 64,200 42,552 855,000 1,390,388
`	 Quality Control
Laboratory* 0 - 71050 25,347 33,750 834,353
Shipping Dock 4,775 1,013 9,400 23,122 23,700 94,311
Chemical Storage* 2,240 14,112 4,320 538,571 13,920 14,027=945
Telephone Rccsn 955 - 2,730 1,236 7,925 547
s'	 Toilets 351000 859 65,000 82,381 845,000 967,639
Warehouse Space 8,925 97 176,500 10,164 4,350 1 000 2,342,551
Support Space
	
204,388 18,414	 573,927	 933,603 7,796,650 24,6121799
Total Factory
	 373,583 215,061 1 1 000,965 1,360,639 17,378,610 34,194,722
Inflation rate: 9 for in site facilities.
*Change xeaannended in Volume II.
^1
0
2,285
15,026
24,670
12,70E
0
23,180	 105,558	 195,384 2,099,688
0 0 150,000 15,000
4,280 5,521 25,340 49,491
4 1 500 110,231 20,000 2,899,411
	
2,000	 226,143	 6,250 7,369,90
	
2,500	 0	 5,000	 0
135	 6,500	 2,234	 35,000	 4,061
T aTIE .10
INITIAL CAPITAL COSTS
FM E rERIM SITE FACILIT=
i;
	 (Stated in 1977 $)
pAnnual Production Level 	 .50 MI	 15 b5l -	 500 MI
u	 'xB&-A &MICS	 n&A	 SAMaCS	 TB&A	 SAZCS
Fencing	 9,500	 2,859	 15,500	 5,760	 52,000	 26,BO9j	 Firel lop and
Secondary Water 0
Grading 4,410
' II	 Industrial Waste
1	 Clarifiers* 1,000
Landscaping andIT	 irrigation* 8,300
o r 	 Electrical
Service* 1,500
Fuel. Oil Service 1,500
Liquid Nitrogen
Service* 3,250
Liquid Oxygen
Service* 3,250 0 6,500 0 35,000 0
Sanitary Sewers 1,090 707 31050 1,572 25,845 19,307 j
Storm Drains* 1,000 978 2,500 4,495 20,000 122,965
Telephone Lines 450 552 1,400 2,220 10,000 49,518
Water Service* 1,500 40 2,000 193 6,250 4,050 ^.
Paving (heavy
duty)* 9,800 7,894 13,600 12,086 20,930 26,409 I,
Paving (light
duty)* 2,400 396 11,592 4,278 189,504 112,856 i
Security Control 0 0 0 0 3,500 8,078
Storage Space 100 113 270 372 2,900 5,788
Signs and Flagpole 2,000 2,000 2,QOO 2,000 5,000 11,995
Storage Area Walls 400 417 650 756 2,100 2,9B1
Site Lighting* 1,500 4,190 5,000 10,397 50,000 36,080
Walks, Curbs, and E	 ,
Gutters 8,500 10,850 15,750 29,286 120,000 274,558
Total
e Facilities
Cost	 $62,450 $B5,820 $124,772 y523,102 $966,253 $13,1401950
Inflation rate:	 8% for external site facilities.
_.
r-
*Change XeccmTended in Volume 11.
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This section contains a list of all relationships for the indirect
}	 requirements matrix. The relationships are tabulated with the
description of the imTediate or ore-step determining items for each
indirect requirement item. Since these relationships may depend
numerically upon the amount of the determining item, the table provides
the data for LE piecewise nonlinear (power) approximation.
The table columns contain the following in,fornation:
c, I
	 Indirect Requirement Cost Account Catalog Number and
Description
o D :
 = Determining Item Cost Acmunt .Catalog Number and
Description
0 N = Number of coordinate pairs needed to define the piecewise
non-linear approximating function
o C	 Exponent of power to which the determining item quantity
is raisers to compute the indirect item quantity
r	 o Di= Amount of direct item at the ith break paint in the
piecewise norr-linear approximating function
0 Ii:	 Amunt of .direct item needed for an amount Di of the
determining items
'i' is the index for the pairs of.points that define the piecewise
norr-linear approximating function (i . = 1, 2,	 N) . The function is
illustrated graphically on the following page for N = 4.
The following table lists the abbreviations used for units of Measure,
The matrix presenters here is the new recommended matrix which has
 been incorporated in the Phase III Cost Account Catalog. Three types of
modifications have been made to the original matrix:
o Improvements recmmended as a result of the SAKCS computer
program validation discros--d in Volume II.
^T o Corrections of errors found by JPL.
_	 o Changes of account nLnbers, descriptions, and metric tmits of
measure to be consistent with the Phase III Cost Account Catalog
documented in Volume III.
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3REVIATIONS TABLE
r B.T.U.	 = British Thermal_ Unit
tm	 - centimeter
cm**2 square centimeter
(m**3)/2 . cubic centimeter per seccnd }
^ CS 'Carbon Steel
E!.Y D	 = Dieter
EXT*YRS	 _ Extension Years (telephone)
g	 _ gram
Height
inf.	 - infinity
J	 = Joule
1	 " Kg	 - Kilogram .
KW	 - Kilowatts
XW Hr	 = Kilowatt Hogs
L	 = Length1 m	 _ meter,
m**2	 = square meter
?. m**3	 = cubic meter
(m**3}/min	 = cubic meter per minute
s mil	 = one thousandth of an inch
MIM	 = millimeter
n/m**2	 = newtons per square meter
PSTA	 = Blonds per square inch Atmospheric
PRNS*YRS	 = Person Years
SS	 = Stainless Steel
S.T.P.	 = Standard TaTperature and Pressure for gases.
Oo
 C and 1 atmosphere'
jl
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INDIRECT RE"RUIRP.M.NTS MATRIX DATA
Indirect Rea-airement
Number	 Description (I)
Determining Item
i Number	 Description (D) N C D1 11	 D2	 22	 D3 I3
	 174	 IA	 Drs	 Ig
A1112 Clmctrical Service 01032 Electricity 2 1 500,000 0	 1E06	 2000
Facilties
A101a Fencing A1o90 Land 1 5 .8361 2;A4
A1032 tirsloop i Socondary A3016 Total Factory
Mater Supply Floor Space 3 5 10,590 0 19,501	 230.0	 46,450 .336
A1048 Grading A1090 .Land 1 1 1 1
AIM Industrial Waste Marl — D1049 Polluted Mater 1 1 1 ,342 50:34 ^ #^
Tiern i Bold Tanks D1032 Poisonous Acid 1 1 1,342 59.34
D3016 Used Solvent 1 1 1,342 0.34"
A1090 Land A3016 Total Factory 1 1 1.00 1.20
Floor Space
Al272 Paving for Parking Late f 1 1.00 1.00
Al256 Paving for Ronda 1 1 1.00 1.00
A1096 Landraaping A3016 Total Factory
f
I
i
I
a
irrigation
A1160 L1q. Nitrogen Service C1490
Facilities
A1176 Liq. Oxy"n yervice 01096
Faicili tes
A1144 Natural a0v yarerlee 01064
Facilities
Al256 laving (We"T Doty) for A3016
on—rite Roads
Al272 Paving-(Lilht Duty) for 85016
parking tots 85049
A1192 Sanitary Sewers 02064
Al289	 Security Contrbl
	 A3016
Facilities
I
Floor Spacm
	 1	 l	 1
Nitrogen ELigj 1	 1	 1
Oxygen (Liq? 1	 1	 1
Natural Oas
1 1 1
Total Factor]
Floor Space 5 1 929
Total Direct Personnel I 1 1
Total Staff Personnel I 1 1
Sewage a, Process 1 1 14,067
Waste Disposal
Total Factory Floor 3 1 9,197
Space
.2
1
I
1
	
696.76 1,959 1,226 4,645
	
1,394	 9,290 1.958 46,450	 2,J2J
30.19
30.19
1,419
	
0 9,290 2,500 92,901
	
5,000
r	 7
INDIRECT REQUIREMENTU" H tRIX DATA
Indirect Requirsmsnt Determining Item
Number Description .(1) Number Description (D) N C Dl 21 D2 I2 x13 I3 D4 14 D5	 7,
A1352 Site Lighting Al272 Paving for Parking Loos 5 1 1,B50 5,000 3,716 7,Q00 9,290 12,500
•
46,450 20,000 92,901	 25,000
,91304 Signs end Flagpols A3016 Total Factory Floor 3 1 2,000 9,197 9,197 2,000 27,870 3,000
I
Space
A1320. Storage Area Walla A1336 Storage Spaci 2 .5 30.48 3,716 3,04B 37.16
. A1336 Storage Space A3016 Total Factory 3 1 929 4.65 4,645 10.58 46,450 91290
Floor Space
A2272 Warehouse Space 3 1 929 -4.65 4, ,645 -18.50 46,450 -92.9
Al208 Stone Drains A3016 Total Factory 1 1 5.57 473
Floor Space
Al256 Paving, Heavy Duty 1 1 5.57 473
i Al272 Paving, Light Duty 1 1 5.57 473F
Al224 Telephone Lines A2120 Office Space- 1 1 92.9 8
( Administration
A2144 Office Space- 1 1 92.9 4
Manufacturing
A3032 Total Mfg. Space 1 1 92.9 2
? A1369 Walks, Curbs R flutters A1080 Land 6 1 4,645 10,000 6,968 13,123 11,613 18,750 23,223 31,250 46,451	 30,000(D6)92,941
	
(I )75,000
Al240 Mater Service Facilities 02080 water supply 1 1 1,046.74 473
A2009 Air Conditioning 02096 Air Conditioning 1 1 17 10
- Facilities
A2016 Cafeteria R Lunch.Room 85032 Total Personnel 4 1 1.00 23.72 100 45.99 500 299.9 .501 383.2
E A2020 Compressed Air Facilities 02032 Compressed Air 3 1 5.6 0 5.6 .0945 56.6 .4729
112014. computer !foam 115032 Total Personnel 4 1 25 0 26 16.58 75 18.58 100 10.58 2,509	 92.90
A2032 Electrical Equipment Room C1032 Electricity 3 1 200,000 20.90 4806 46.45 1907 92.90
A2040 Exterior Malls A3016 Total Factory Floor Spa 2 .5 9.29 12.19 92.90 121.91
92046 Health Service Facilities 85032 Total Personnel 3 1 1 13.39 70 18.56 7,000 46.45
.	 E
A2056 Heating Facilities 02112 Heating 1 1 234.46 .947
u
Space
I	 A1032 Total MEg Floor Hpace A2064 Mfg Space (Type A) 1 1 1	 1
1r A2000 Mfg Space (Type B) 1 1 1	 1
A2096 Mfg Space (Typa C) 1 l 1	 1
A5000 Forklift Trudks A2272 warehouse Space 5 1 300	 0
A5016 Coepater 85032 Total Personnel 5 1 24	 0
0
3
sal	 1 10000	 1
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Indirect Requirement Determining Item
Hum&ar	 Deocription (I) Number Dencription ( D) N C	 D1 I1 D2
	
12 03	 It	 D4	 14 b5 f5
A2112	 Mechanical 6quipwent
RomF
95032 Total Personnel 3 1	 1 37.16 25	 37,16 73	 69.69
A2128	 Office Specs-Adwinis- D5048 Total Staff
tration Personnel 1 1	 1,000 12.611
A2144	 Office Space-Manu- 85016 Total Direct
facturing Personnel 1 1	 1 18.58
A2160
	
Passages i Corridors A2128 Office Specs _ ACIM 1 1	 3 1
A2144 office Space -Mfg 1 1	 4 1
A3032 Total Mfg Floor Space 1 1	 5 1
A2176	 Plant maintenance 9. 85064 Total Maint Personnel 6 1	 30 270.7 31	 1394 50	 2322.3	 10D	 2787 300 4645
Machine Shop In	 )10$0 (16)41,45
E.`
A2263	 Ventilation Facilities 02128 Ventilation 1 1 14067 473
A2272
	 Warehouse spice A3032 Total Mfg Floor Space. 4 1 1859 46.45	 4645.1
A3016	 7btal Factory Floor space A3032 Total Mfg Floor Spac.- 1 1 1 1
A3048 Total Support Floor 1 1 1 1
A2192 Quality Control Lab B6000I Total Q.C. Personnel 3	 1 1 3 . 72 200 744 2000 744
A2209 Shipping i Receiving Dock A2272 Warehouse Space 5	 1 46.45 9.29 929.0 92 . 50 4645 311,22
A2224 Solvent & Chemical 5	 1 45.45 9.29 929 92.9 4645 311.22
Storage
A2224 solvent Si Chemical A1064 Industrial Waste 3	 1 1.0977E5 9.29 4.1733E5 18.50 11.3559 E7 74.32
Storage Clarifiers & Hold Tanks
A2240 Ttlephone Equipment Room 01112 Talephane Service 3	 1 1.00 4.65 50 13.94 ID00 46.65
A2256 Toilet and Locker Roast 85032 Total Personnel 6	 1 1.00 46.45 15 46.45 16 69,68
9790 464.5 46459.7 696.76
9290 464.5 46450.7
	
696.76
110 153.29	 190	 211.9
(D& }	 U)
1508	 139.5
697	 3290	 2323	 92901 27870
Wen" .
t
INDIRECT REQUIREMENTS MATRIX DATA
Indirect Requirement	 Determining Item
Number	 Description (I)	 Number	 Description (D)	 N	 C	 D1	 11	 Dz	 I2	 D3	 I3
	 04	 14	 D,1	 T5
A3D40 Total Support floor Space A2016 Cafeteria & Lunchroom 1 1 1 1
A2D24 Computer Room I I I i
A2032 Electrical Equipt. Rm. I 1 1 1
A2040 Ilealth Svc Facilities I I 1 1
A2112 Mech. Equipt, Room I I I 1
A2120 Office Space - Adm 1 1 1 1
A2144 Office Space - Mfg I I 1 1
A2160 Pasangee & Corridors I I I 1
A2I76 Plant Maint 6 Machine 1 1 1 1
Shop
A2192 Quality Control Lab I l 1 1
A2200 Shipping & Recvg Dock 1 1 1 1
A2224 Solvent & Chem Storage 1 1 l I
A2240 Telephone Equipt Room 1 I 1 1
A2256 Toilet & Locker Room 1 I I 1
A2272 Iiarehouae Space 1 I 1 I
81016 Administrative Aset. 85016 Total Direct Personnel 1 1 600 1
191031 Internal Auditor B5016 Total Direct Personnel 1 I 600 1
111040 Oenerawl office Clark 83016 Total Direct Personnel 1 1 100 1
B1064 Director, Industrial 313D4 Manager, Personnel I 1 2 1
Relations
B1299 Manager, Compensation, 1 1 2
Insurance & Medical
Service
01080 Director, Office Adm. 111048 General Office Clerk 1 1 12 I
81400 Receptionist 1 1 3 I
BI240 Mail Clerk 1 1 12 1
111056 Director, !lent !faint. 81320 Mgr, Security b Maint 1 I 3 1
& security
111112 Director, Publie Ra ltns. 85016 Total Direct Personnel 1 1 600 I
91129 E*ploym+ent Interviw*r B5016 Total Direct Personnel 1 1 100 1
81144 oroundokesp+r AI096 Landscaping & Irriga- I 1 19133 1
t iron
111160 Ccard (Security) A3016 Total Factory Floor 2 1 11148 4	 55741	 15Space
a
}
